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Abstract  
In the context of the development of a new prototype of Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor, it is 
necessary to solve the important safety issue connected with the explosive reaction that can 
happen when sodium comes into contact with water. This aspect does not fall only within the 
plant operation, for example for a possible accident of steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), 
but it is also connected with maintenance and decommissioning for washing operations of 
materials that have been in contact with liquid sodium.  
For this reason, it is very important to clarify the phenomenology of sodium-water reaction in 
all the complex aspects that concern it. In this regard, the CEA has capitalized a long 
experience which consists of a strong experimental part, but also of different 
phenomenological models.  
In the present work we have focused the attention on the dynamic of rapid vaporization that 
happens when a hot material comes into contact with cold water. This phenomenon concerns 
also the interaction between sodium and water, because, besides the chemical reaction, the 
initial behavior is not so different from a so called “steam explosion”, i.e. an explosive 
evaporation accompanied by pressure peaks.     
The developed  0D model has highlighted the fundamental parameters of the interaction, 
which are the surface temperature of the hot body and the initial thickness of the gaseous film 
that surrounds it. The latter parameter is needed to overcome the impossibility of treating the 
direct contact between solid and liquid at the initial instant, because of a numerical 
singularity; it strongly affects the evolution of the phenomenon, in particular the magnitude of 
the first pressure peak and the amplitude of vapour film’s oscillations. The possible presence 
of diffusive phenomena inside the film, which surely regards the reaction case because of the 
gaseous products, could strongly influence the behavior.  
The main limit of the model is the simplicity of the adopted integral approach, that requires 
significant approximations, whose reliability has to be verified, especially in view of a 
potential development towards the simulation of the actual chemical reaction.  
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Introduction 
Nowadays, considering that the energy request will continue to rise in the coming years and 
that the fossil hydrocarbons availability will decrease in the near future, it is fundamental to 
develop alternative power systems, which must also have the requirement of “sustainability”. 
Among them we can find all the renewable sources like solar, wind and biomass, but also 
nuclear power plants can be taken into account, because they do not produce any CO2.  
However there are three major issues to be solved to ensure an important position to nuclear 
energy in this challenge: the first one is the availability of uranium for the years to come; the 
second one is the difficult question of handling the wastes in an acceptable way; the third one 
is the safety of nuclear power plants, that needs continuously to be increased and be clearly 
demonstrated also in consideration of the lower popularity granted to this source after the 
recent Fukushima Daiichi accident.  
These requirements of improved safety and sustainability have, in fact, been considered as a 
reference for the new generation of nuclear reactors, proposed in 2000 by the Generation IV 
International Forum (GIF), using as main keywords for the future reactors: Safety, 
Sustainability, Economical competitiveness and Proliferation resistance [1].  
Among the concepts of reactors proposed for Generation IV, there are three “Fast Reactors”. 
In this kind of reactors, the neutrons are not slowed down and remain at high energies; this 
allows achieving three advantages [2]:  
• up to 80% of natural uranium can be “burned” against the 1% of the “thermal” 
reactors;  
• the plutonium produced in all other reactors can be burned in great quantities, because 
the fuel used is in form of MOX (Mixed Oxide of Uranium and Plutonium); 
• the quantity and toxicity of radioactive wastes can be reduced, because it is possible to 
transmute the minor actinides (highly radiotoxic) into less toxic products.  
The three concepts of fast reactors proposed by the GIF are: SFR (Sodium-cooled Fast 
Reactor), LFR (Lead-cooled Fast Reactor) and GFR (Gas-cooled Fast Reactor) 1.  
Many countries, including France, are developing the technology of SFR, because of their 
long experience in the last decades with prototypes and commercial reactors cooled by liquid 
sodium. France in particular, basing on the experience obtained with the reactors Phenix (220 
MWe) and Superphenix (1200 MWe), has recently launched the project ASTRID (Advanced 
Sodium Technological Reactor for Industrial Demonstration) for the construction of a 
prototype in 2023, which (with a power output of 600 MWe) will hopefully prove the 
commercial feasibility of this new kind of reactor [2].  
One of the problems of the Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor is that sodium is very reactive with 
water and can also react with the oxygen of air. This has to be carefully taken into account 
because sodium could come into contact with water in the steam generator2 if a break occurs, 
producing heat, hydrogen (which could in turn explosively react with oxygen) and pressure 
waves that could possibly create wide damages.  
Moreover, the sodium-water reaction is a phenomenon of interest even for the operations of 
maintenance and decommissioning during which sodium residues, remaining on metal pieces, 
need to be  removed. In fact, this is normally achieved by washing the pieces with water, 
                                                     
1
 The choices of the coolant are limited for fast reactors, because the fluid must not have the property of 
moderator, meaning that it must not slow down the neutrons (as the water does in the thermal reactors). 
2
 The steam generator is the component in which the heat produced in the core of the reactor and transported by 
liquid sodium is transferred to the water, producing the steam necessary to move the turbine and produce 
electricity.  
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converting the sodium into caustic soda (NaOH) and hydrogen; during this process some 
explosive phenomena can take place, and therefore this is a further safety issue to be dealt 
with [3].  
On the sodium-water reaction, the CEA (Commisariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies 
Alternatives) has capitalized a long experience, which consists of a strong experimental part 
(experiments BOUBOULE, PROSE and RENA), but also of phenomenological models to 
deal with the different aspects of this explosive reaction [4], [5].  
The different geometries and the calculations of the dynamic effects on structures for safety-
related issues need a CFD approach, to simulate the evolution of the reaction and the 
transformation of the chemical energy into pressure waves. Furthermore, the physico-
chemical problem is very complex because, besides the chemical kinetics, the phenomenon 
also includes phase changes and instabilities, like any flame front propagation.  
In the present work, we focus our attention on the phenomenon of the rapid evaporation that 
happens when a very hot substance is suddenly put into contact with cold water. This 
phenomenon takes place also during the sodium-water reaction, when the liquid sodium at 
higher temperature comes into contact with the water; besides the chemical reaction, that of 
course contributes significantly to the dynamics of the phenomenon, the behavior is not so far 
from a so called “steam explosion”, i.e. a very rapid vaporization accompanied by strong 
pressure waves. For example, some experiments on the sodium-water interaction performed 
by Newman et al. [6] have demonstrated that, when the reaction rate diverges, the temperature 
increases abruptly up to 1100 K and an intense heat flux is transferred to the liquid water 
causing the steam explosion and the consequent pressure peaks (see Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: Pressure peaks in Newman's experiments [6] 
What happens during this process is the sudden creation of a vapour film that is unstable 
because undergoes the opposite forces of the external liquid (which tends to compress it) and 
of the internal heat (which makes it grow).  
The aim of the work is to develop, thanks to the spherical symmetry accepted as a reasonable 
assumption, a 0D model to analyze the dynamic of this phenomenon. The work is presented 
as follows: 
- Chapter 1: analysis of the literature and of some experimental data on the problem; 
- Chapter 2: statement of the problem and simplifying hypotheses; 
- Chapter 3: balance equations in differential form and jump condition at the interfaces; 
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- Chapter 4: integration of the balance equation; 
- Chapter 5: final formulation of the system to be solved numerically with MATLAB; 
- Chapter 6: dimensional analysis of the problem; 
- Chapter 7: results of the first model; 
- Chapter 8: model with the saturation condition and results; 
- Chapter 9: model with the thermal boundary layer in the liquid and results.  
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1. Literature analysis  
The final purpose of the study going on at CEA is to develop a model to simulate the sodium-
water reaction in spherical symmetry. The analytical model taken as reference for this work 
was the one by Monavon [5], which will be described below in this chapter.  
Because of the huge complications in the “numerical closure” of the problem, we have chosen 
to deal, in this first step of the research, with simpler case, in which the chemical reaction was 
not considered. The purpose was to obtain a similar model in terms of geometry and boundary 
conditions, in order to get useful information for further developments. For this reason, we 
decided to study the phenomenology of rapid vaporization that happens when a hot sphere is 
plunged into cold water.  
In fact, this phenomenon presents some physical analogies with the interaction between 
sodium and water: as already mentioned in the introduction, if a solid piece of sodium comes 
into contact with water, although they are both initially at ambient temperature, the chemical 
reaction could cause such a rapid increase in temperature to trigger a vapour explosion.  
Therefore in this chapter we will first present some general knowledge on the sodium-water 
reaction, including some interesting experimental results, and then we will focus our attention 
on the problem of explosive vaporization and on some previous models developed to study 
this phenomenon.  
1.1. Available knowledge on sodium-water reaction 
The current understanding about sodium-water reactions is often based on published 
experimental data, which we will briefly summarize in the following. 
If we consider the simple experiment of a solid piece of sodium that is placed on the surface 
of a pool of water, there is a rapid initial reaction [7]: 
Na(K) 	+ 	HNO(P) →		NaOH(K) 	+ 	12HN(R) 		+ 		Q 
The amount of heat released, Q , can be calculated knowing the standard enthalpies of 
formation of the species; assuming that sodium hydroxide will appear in solid form, we will 
have [3]:   
Q ≅ 141	 kJ mol⁄  
The magnitude of this released heat is the result of a very rapid exothermic reaction, which 
actually takes place, as it has been proven also by Newman in his experiments [6]. These 
experiments consisted in immersing a cubic sample of sodium in cold water contained inside 
a plastic bag (see Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2: Newman's experimental apparatus [6] 
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The sodium sample is surrounded by a meshed cage, connected to a load in order to prevent 
the sample from floating; water reaches the sodium through the holes in the cage. From the 
results obtained it was seen an initial regular temperature increase up to 800 K, followed by a 
decrease due to the formation of a gas envelop around the sample. Then, probably because of 
the collapse of the gas film, a new direct contact between sodium and water happens, and the 
temperature peaks up to 1000 K, causing the steam explosion (see Figure 1 above). 
These experiments showed that the direct contact between solid sodium and liquid water is 
not the only possible interaction. In fact, because of the production of hydrogen from the 
reaction and of the evaporation of water due to the high temperatures, the creation of a 
gaseous film takes place. This film surrounds the sodium lump and prevents further contacts 
with liquid water, allowing the much slower reaction [7]: Na(K,P) 	+ 	HNO(R) →		NaOH(K) 	+ 	12HN(R) 		+ 		Q 
where the subscript (s,l) indicates that sodium surface fuses because of the heat of reaction.  
Another experimental study, performed by Ashworth [7], has analyzed more in detail the 
creation of this gaseous layer. The experiments consisted in the injection of liquid sodium 
through a capillary, directly into a great mass of water at ambient temperature. The results 
have shown a very rapid formation of an hydrogen bubble which surrounds the drop of 
sodium and then slowly expands around it (see Figure 3), revealing that the chemical reaction 
proceeds but at lower rates. 
 
Figure 3: Hydrogen bubble growth in Ashworth's eperiments [7] 
In light of these experimental results, the reference model developed by Monavon [5] to 
simulate the sodium-water reaction in spherical symmetry,  takes into account the presence of 
this gaseous film (see Figure 4). In particular, to simplify the problem, the model considers 
the chemical species reacting in gaseous form and diffusing inside the two layers Sa and Sb. 
The repartition of the species is the following: 
- drop of liquid sodium A; 
- internal sphere Sa composed by vapours of sodium (evaporated from A), soda and 
hydrogen (reaction’s products); 
- spherical flame F, without  thickness; 
- external sphere Sb composed by vapours of water (evaporated from B), soda and 
hydrogen; 
- mass of liquid water B.  
Therefore, the phenomenon develops in this way: once the reaction starts, the heat of 
combustion produced by the flame is propagated through conduction (neglecting the 
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irradiation as hypothesis, see also Appendix B) to the two gas-liquid interfaces; it follows the 
evaporation of water and sodium that, migrating  towards the flame, feed the reaction. 
 
Figure 4: Representation of the reaction in spherical symmetry [5] 
The spherical symmetry of the problem allows to integrate the balance equations along the 
radius to obtain a zero-dimensional model with three moving interfaces and four chemical 
species.  
The integration of the equations, however, produces a loss of information, requiring some 
closure hypothesis whose choice significantly complicates the model. For this reason, in this 
preliminary work we have focused our attention on a simpler evaporation problem (that will 
be described in Chapter 2) using the same symmetry and integral approach, to obtain useful 
information for further developments on the simulation of the actual chemical reaction. 
Moreover, as a first study, our purpose is also to investigate on the characteristic physical 
scales of this phenomenon.  
1.2. The dynamics of rapid vaporization 
In this chapter we do not enter in detail into the complex phenomenology of steam explosions, 
being described in an extensive literature on all the aspects that concern them. Instead, we 
want to analyze closely some simple models for the rapid evaporation, developed in previous 
works, which we took as reference for our work. 
The analogy between sodium-water interactions and steam explosions has been adopted 
previously by Pion [8] in her PhD thesis. In fact, she first developed a zero-dimensional 
model to simulate the rapid vaporization that happens when a hot solid sphere comes into 
contact with liquid water; then she modified the model to introduce a flame on the solid 
surface, to simulate the chemical reaction.  
She noticed that, even introducing the chemical reaction, the results do not change much from 
the first simpler model. In particular, the reaction rate decreases in time and the increase in the 
flame temperature is negligible; the only significant effect due to the reaction is the hydrogen 
production. Instead, a strong instability of the gaseous film surrounding the drop of sodium, 
that undergoes very wide oscillations, is shown in her work (see Figure 5). 
This is a significant aspect to be taken into account when dealing with the actual sodium-
water interaction: if the film becomes really thin during the oscillations, there could be a local 
direct contact between liquid sodium and water, causing a strong steam explosion, like the 
one seen in Newman’s experiments.  
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Figure 5: Gas film oscillations calculated by Pion [8]  
Another important model appeared in literature for the simulation of steam explosions in 
spherical symmetry is the one developed by Kazimi [9]. His purpose was to investigate the 
effects of the initial temperature and of the properties of both the sphere and the coolant on 
the dynamic behavior of the growing film.  
He assumes that the sphere is initially at a high enough temperature to induce film boiling of 
the liquid at the hot surface; the liquid is assumed to be initially subcooled with  respect to the 
ambient pressure. Therefore, part of the heat flux from the sphere will be consumed in 
vaporization and the rest will be conducted away into the liquid. The dynamics of the gaseous 
film will be governed by the evaporation rate and by the inertial effects of the liquid motion, 
induced by unbalanced pressure across the liquid.  
The simplifying hypotheses used by Kazimi are really similar to the ones that we will use in 
our model (see next chapter). In particular, he considered the initial presence of a small 
gaseous film at the surface of the sphere, justified by physical absorption at the solid surface 
or by “sweeping” of some gas into the coolant during the immersion [9]. Unfortunately, there 
are no experimental data on this initial thickness, and 
therefore it had to be treated parametrically (as we will 
do in our study).  
About the temperature field, Kazimi considered a 
parabolic thermal boundary layer in both the solid 
sphere and the liquid and a linear profile inside the gas 
layer (see Figure 6).  
The comparison between the results obtained by Kazimi 
and the ones obtained in this work using the model 
described in Chapter 9 (the one with the thermal 
boundary layer) will be presented in Appendix A. 
 
Figure 6: Temperature field in Kazimi's model [9] 
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2. Statement of the problem 
 
 
 
In our model, we consider a hot sphere of solid, that we can suppose as a metal (indeed, for 
the following assumptions, the material of the solid is not important at all), immersed in a 
large amount of liquid water at room temperature. We are going to study the growth of the 
film of vapour (with an incondensable gas) surrounding the solid sphere and its dynamic 
behavior.  
As the final purpose is to utilize a similar model to study the reaction between liquid sodium 
and water, we add also a diffusive phenomenon inside the gas  layer; in particular, we assume 
that the mass fraction of vapour at the solid surface is zero, simulating somehow the presence 
of a flame that consumes the vapour (without creating energy or other species). Practically 
this means that the solid is permeable to the vapour, but impermeable to the other 
incondensable gas.   
This condition, as we will see, creates a competition between the mass absorption into the 
solid and the evaporation from the liquid and does not allow us to establish “a priori” if the 
vapour film will grow or will collapse.    
The system is represented in Figure 7; we have: 
- Sphere of solid of constant radius a ; 
- Infinite mass of water extending beyond radius b ; 
- Layer of gas enclosed between a and b : the gas mixture, m, will be composed of 
vapour, v, and incondensable, i. 
For numerical reasons, we cannot assume that the gaseous film appears directly from the 
contact between the solid and the liquid; in fact, this condition would mean that at t = 0 we 
have a = b and there is no gas, which represents a numerical singularity. Therefore, we have 
to impose an initial thickness of the gaseous layer, the choice of which will affect the results 
of the evolution (for this reason we will use it as a changeable parameter).  
It is important to underline that, for this reason, the model is incapable of treating the cases 
where intimate contact between the hot sphere and the coolant may be assumed. 
 
 
 
H2O 
Figure 7: Schematic representation of  the problem 
Solid 
v + i 
a 
b 
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2.1.  Boundary conditions  
• Surface temperature of solid:  Tm/a = To = constant > TH2O   
• Mass fraction of vapour at the surface of solid: Yv/a  =  0. 
• Pressure of water at infinity: pinf  = constant = 1 bar.  
 
2.2.  Hypotheses 
• Spherical symmetry  
• Negligible gravity effects 
• Incompressible liquid 
• Gas considered as a perfect gas mixture 
• Constant physical properties: diffusivity of mass, momentum and heat, specific 
heat 
• Linear laws:  Fourier’s law and Fick’s law 
• Condition at gas-liquid interface:  Tm|b = constant or saturation condition  
• Negligible surface tension effects 
• No diffusion of the incondensable gas in the liquid and in the solid 
 
2.3. Discussion on some hypotheses 
The hypotheses listed above are almost the same used in the previous work by Kazimi [9], 
and we justify them making the following considerations.   
The assumption of spherical symmetry implies that the variation of the film thickness along 
the circumference is small compared to the thickness itself. This assumption is supported by 
several experimental observations of film boiling in sub-cooled liquids; it is less justified 
however for saturated boiling which we do not consider [9]. 
The treatment of the vapour as a perfect gas, is an approximation of the state equation of 
vapour. However, unless the pressure in the film gets values near the critical pressure, the 
error induced by this approximation is not of appreciable significance [9]. 
The hypothesis of constant temperature at the gas-liquid interface, used instead of the 
saturation condition, is justified only to simplify the problem; of course, it can be replaced by 
the saturation condition to obtain a physically more accurate model (see Chapter 8 ). 
Finally, unlike Kazimi who took into account also the temperature variation inside the solid 
sphere (adopting a parabolic thermal boundary layer), we have assumed the surface 
temperature of the sphere as constant. We have made this choice for avoiding further 
complications in the model and because, if there really was a reaction (hence a flame) on the 
sodium surface, then the temperature in that point will probably increase or at least remain 
constant [8]. Anyway the results will prove to be quite similar in both cases (see Appendix 
A).  
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3. Balance equations in differential form 
 
In this chapter we write the balance equations in differential form for the gas mixture and the 
liquid water in spherical symmetry.  
 
3.1.  Gas mixture  
 
• Mass balance 
We write it for a mixture of compressible gases: 
 ;/.[0	(;):																							]^]: + 10N ]]0 _0N^(;` + =^)a = 0 
 ".""9
+	( ):									]c]: + 10N ]]0 _0Nc(;` +=c)a = 0	 
* :[0	(*):																			]`]: + 10N ]]0 _0N`;`a = 0		 
Instead of integrating the last equation, that can be obtained as the sum of the first two, we 
can substitute it with the definition of mixture density:  
																		` = ^ + c 																																																																												(3.2) 
 And it has also to be verified that: 
^=^ + c=c = 0																																																																							(3.3) 
 
• Momentum balance 
We can write it just for the mixture as: 
	 ]]: (`;`) + 10N ]]0 _0N(`;`;` − `)a = 0																																											(3.4) 
with the following definition for the stress: 
` = −/` + ` = −/` − 23	`0N ]]0 (0N;`) + 2	` ];`]0 	 
where we have neglected the quadratic terms of diffusion. 
 
• Energy balance 
We write it in function of mixture enthalpy:  ]]: (`ℎ`) + 10N ]]0 (0N`ℎ`;`) = ]/`]: +	]/`]0 ;`	–	 10N ]]0 (0N2`)																				(3.5) 
with the following definitions for the heat flux: 
 
with			=m = −^ ] ln Fm]0 			(3.1)	 
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2` = −!` ]7`]0 + (^=^ℎ^ + c=cℎc) 
and for the enthalpy of the mixture: 
ℎ`(7` ) = 	 F^ ℎ^(7` ) +	Fcℎc(7` )				where			7` = 7c = 7^ 		is	the	mixture	temperature		 
 
3.2.  Liquid water  
 
• Mass balance 
We consider, as stated in the hypotheses, the liquid as incompressible: 
]]0 (0N;s) = 0						 	⇒				;s = ;s|v(:) 
N0N 																																																												(3.6) 
where we have used the subscript ‘b’ to indicate the value of velocity at the interface r = b. 
 
• Momentum balance 
];s]: + ;s ];s]0 = − 1s ]/s]0 + 	ss x 10N ]]0 y0N ];s]0 z − 2 ;s0N{																																															 
Substituting the velocity obtained from the mass balance equation, the two terms in the 
brackets cancel each other and we get: 
]]: |;s|v 
N0N} + ;s|v
N0N ]]0 |;s|v
N0N } = − 1s ]/s]0 			 
This equation can be integrated from radius r = b to the radius r = ∞  to obtain: 
/s|v = /s|~ + s y
;s|v + 2
;s|v − 12;s|vN z																																											(3.7) 
where the terms with the point indicate their time derivative.  
 
• Energy balance 
Neglecting the viscous terms, we can write it in the form of temperature balance: ]7s]: + ;s ]7s]0 = s0N ]]0 y0N ]7s]0 z 							with			s =	 !sss = 	const. (hypothesis)																					(3.8)	 
 
3.3. Interface conditions 
The only real interface in this simple problem is the one between the gas mixture and the 
water, at radius r = b.  
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However, as we have imposed the mass fraction of vapour at the interface with the solid Yv|a  
equal to zero, we have to consider that there is a flux of vapour towards the solid to physically 
represent this situation. It can be seen as the solid adsorbing somehow the vapour.  
For this reason, in this chapter we will write also the terms representing the mass, momentum 
and energy transfers to the solid, without considering any variations inside the solid itself. 
Practically this means that the jump relations at interface a are written just as “right side” 
terms.  
• Mass jump relations 
We can first write the densities as: 
^ = F^ `				; 					c = Fc`	 
The mass transfer to the  solid at r = a is: 
* ^| = ^| ;^|  	 = 	 ^| ;`|  + ^| =^|	 
Here we have to consider that ^| = 0	 because of the boundary condition F^ | = 0	, but ^|=^| 	 ≠ ≠ 0  because =^| = −(^ F^ |)⁄ (]F^ ]0⁄ )| = ∞. And so the terms become:  
	* ^| = ^| =^| =	−`|^ y]F^]0 z| * c| =	c| ;c|  	 = c| ;`|  + c| =c|	 = 	0																																	(3. 9) * `| = `| ;`|  	 = 	* ^|																	 
From the second equation (or from the last) we can also obtain that:  ;`|  = 	− ^(]F^ ]0⁄ )| 
The jump relations at r = b are:  
* ^|v = ^|v;^|v − 
  								= 						 s;s|v − 
  = * s|v	 
* c|v =	c|v;c|v − 
  									= 						0																																																											(3.9v) 
and then:               	* `|v = `|v;`|v − 
  								= 						 s;s|v − 
  = * s|v	 
 
• Momentum jump relation 
At the interface r = a we will have the momentum transfer:  
* `|;`|																																																																					(3.10) 
while the jump relation at r = b is: 
`|v;`|v;`|v − 
  − `|v 		= 		 s;s|v;s|v − 
  − s|v	 →			* `|v;`|v − `|v 		= 		* s|v;s|v − s|v																																										(3.10v) 
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• Energy jump relation 
The energy transfer to (and from) the solid at r = a is: 
* `| yℎ`| + 12;`|N z + 2`|																																																(3.11) 
where the first term represent the stagnation enthalpy that goes to the solid because of the 
mass adsorption, while the second one is the heat flux that goes to the gas because of the 
higher surface temperature of the solid.   
The jump relation at r = b is: * `|v yℎ`|v + 12;`|vN z + /`|v − `|v
 	+ 	2`|v =			= 									* s|v yℎs|v + 12;s|vN z + /s|v − s|v
	 + 	2s|v																																			(3.11v) 
 
• Other interface conditions 
7s|v = 7` |v = constant				 
It is important to highlight again that this is a constraining hypothesis and could be replaced 
by the saturation condition at liquid interface, as we will do in Chapter 8.  
We can also define the latent heat of vaporization as:    (^|v =	ℎ^|v − ℎs|v  
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4. Integral formulation  
Due to the spherical symmetry, it is possible to integrate the balance equations along the 
radius to use directly the interface conditions in the global system. 
 
4.1.  Mass balance 
Integrating the equations (3.1) we obtain for the gases: 
 ]m]: 0N0 + 0Nm(;` + =m)v = 0			 → 		 -m: = 	-m| −	-m|vv  
with the following definitions of mass, total mass flux and diffusive mass flux respectively:  
-m = 4 m0N0				;			v -m| = 40Nm|;`| − 0 +	m|			; 			m| = 40Nm|=m|	 	with:						m| = 0m  
For each species we obtain: -^: = 	- ^| −- ^|v			; 					-c: = 	- c| −- c|v			 
We can rewrite the mass jump relations (3.9) as: 
- ^| =	−4N`|^ y]F;]0 z|- c| = 0																																								 																																																					(4.1) 
- ^|v = 4
N^|v;^|v − 
  			= 			 4
Ns;s|v − 
  = - s|v = 4
Ns;s|v − s v: 	- c|v 	= 	4
Nc|v;c|v − 
  			= 				0																																																																																								 (4.1v) 
And therefore we get: -^: = 	- ^| − 4
Ns;s|v + s v: 			 ; 					-c: = 	0;																																	(4.2) 
For the hypothesis of no diffusion of the species ‘i’ in the water and in the solid, it is in fact 
obvious to obtain a condition of constant mass for the incondensable gas.  
For the liquid water we obtain: -s: = 	−- s|~ +- s|v =	− lim→~40Ns(;s| − 0 	) + y4
Ns;s|v − s v: z 
We will not use this equation in the following, because we are not interested in determining 
the variation of mass for the liquid, as it is infinite.  
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4.2.  Momentum balance 
From integration of equation (3.4),  making use of the previous definitions, we have: 
4 : `;`0N0	 − -`|;`| +	-`|v;`|v 	= −4 ]/`]0 0N0vv  
where we can define: 
-`` = 4 `;`0N0v  
We can also separate the pressure into two terms: 
/`(0, :) = 1` (:) + /` (0, :) 
where the first term is the so called “thermodynamic pressure” and it is spatially uniform; the 
second one is the “dynamic pressure” and it is related (by its gradient) to the motion of the 
fluid.   
Then we obtain the integral momentum balance equation for the gas mixture: 
: (-``) 	− -`|;`| +	-`|v;`|v =	−4 ]/`]0 0N0																					(4.3)v  
And integrating, as well, the momentum jump relation (3.10): 
-`|v;`|v +	4
N(1` + /`|v 	− 	`|v) 	= 	- s|v;s|v + 	4
N/s|v																	(4.4) 
We can also remember that for the liquid water we have already written the momentum 
equation in the integral form (3.7) as: /s|v = /s|~ + s y
;s|v + 2
;s|v − 12 ;s|vN z																																																(4.5) 
 
4.3.  Energy balance 
Integrating the energy balance for the gas of equation (3.5) we have: 
 ]]: (`ℎ`)0N0 + _0N`;`ℎ`av =	v  y]/`]: + ;` ]/`]0 z 0N0 −	_0N2`av 	v  
with													2` =	−!` ]7`]0 +	(^=^ℎ^ + c=cℎc) 
the equation can be rewritten as: 	 : (-`ℎ`) −	- ^|ℎ^| +- c|ℎc| 	+	- ^|vℎ^|v +- c|vℎc|v =														= (v − ) 1`: + 4 ;` ]/`]0 0N0 − v: /`|v − 6`|v − 6`|				(4.6)	v  
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with the definitions of an average pressure and enthalpy and of the heat flux: 
1` = 4v −  /`0N0				;	v 			ℎ` = 4-` `ℎ`0N0				;	v 				6`| = −40N!` y]7`]0 z| 
NOTA BENE: Writing the terms of enthalpy transfer -m|ℎm| , as we have done above, implies that they also 
include the diffusive part m=mℎm. This means that the global heat fluxes 6`| represent just the sensible heat 
from conduction. 
For the integral form of the energy jump relation, from equation (3.11b) we have: 
- ^|v yℎ^|v + 12;^|vN z + - c|v yℎc|v + 12;c|vN z + 1` + /`|v − `|v v	: + 	6`|v =														= - s|v yℎs|v + 12;s|vN z + /s|v − s|v v	: + 	6s|v																																											(4.7) 
For the liquid water, instead, integrating from r = b to r = ∞ we get:  ]]: 40N7s − 7s|~0 = 4
N;s|v7s|v − 7s|~ − 	4
Ns y]7s]0 	zv	~v  
As we will see, we do not use this equation for the moment, because of the following 
simplifying hypotheses; it will be taken into account, however, in Chapter 9.  
 
4.4.  Equations of state 
Because of the hypothesis of perfect gas mixture we can write:  
/^ =	^^7^/c 	= 	 cc7c	  											with			 7^ = 7c = 7`^ + c = `  					and	(from	the	Daltons	law)			1` = /c + /^ →			 1` = 	``7` 																																																with				` =	 F^ (^ − c) + c 																	(4.8) 
We have used the specific gas constants, m = R/*,m (where R is the universal perfect gas 
constant). 
 
4.5.  Approximations and simplifying hypotheses 
 
• “Low Mach” hypothesis  
We assume that the Mach number is sufficiently low to neglect the viscous stresses, the 
kinetic energy and the pressure gradients. This last condition will eliminate the dynamic part 
of the pressure from the problem, leaving just the thermodynamic one; this will also make the 
momentum equation (and interface conditions) for the gas mixture useless for our purpose, 
because the only remaining unknown in that equation is the velocity of the gas, that doesn’t 
appear explicitly in any other equation of the problem. In fact, as we will see, we are 
interested just in the total mass fluxes.  
The hypothesis of uniform pressure inside the gaseous film is acceptable as long as a pressure 
disturbance at one end of the film reaches the other end in a time less than the time involved 
in appreciably changing the average pressure. The “pressure equalization time” can be written 
as: : = 2 	⁄ where  is the film thickness and  is the velocity of sound in the film [9]. For 
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all the considered cases it has been verified “a posteriori” that this value is always less than 
the characteristic time for the oscillations of the uniform pressure by at least two orders of 
magnitude.   
• Average mass and molar fractions definitions 
We first define the average values for the densities: 
̅m =	 -mv −  =	 4v −  Fm`0N0v  
Then we can assume a definition for the average mass fraction:  Fm =	 ̅m ̅`⁄ = 	-m -`⁄   
Where, of course,  Fc + F^ = 1							 → 				-c +-^ = -` 
For the molar fractions we can consequently define: 
Ac =	 FcFc(1 − 	) + 				 ; 		A^ =	 F^F^ (1 −	) +		 										with					 = 	 *,c*,^	 
NOTA	BENE:	This	is	an	approximation, because		Am = FmFm(1 − 	) + 			 	⇒	 	⇒	Am =	| FF(1 − 	) + 		} ≠ FmFm(1 − 	) + 			 
With  these definitions we can rewrite the equation of state as (do not confuse  with A):  
	1` = 	 ̅`̅`7` = -`v −  ̅`7` 													with				̅` =	F^ (^ − c) + c																												(4.8v) 
Where we have also defined the average temperature for the gas mixture 7`  to express the 
equation of state in “integral form”.   
• Other assumptions 
We assume that: 
- all the heat coming from the solid sphere is given to the evaporation of water:   
6s|v = 0																																																																						(4.9) 
This condition means that the temperature of liquid water is constant everywhere; it is 
possible to make this assumption because of the very high latent heat of vaporization 
that practically absorbs all the heat coming from the solid sphere and because of the 
high heat capacity of water. However  in Chapter 9 we will reconsider this hypothesis, 
including a thermal boundary layer inside the liquid.  
- there are no pressure jumps at the liquid interface, since we neglect the surface 
tension:  
1` = 	/s|v																																																																																													(4.10) 
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5. Final formulation of the system 
In this chapter we will write all the evolution equations, taking into account all the 
hypotheses, interface conditions and boundary conditions, to eventually obtain a closed 
problem.  
5.1.  Mass transfer  
For the two species in the gas mixture we get from equations (4.2) with the definitions of the 
average mass fractions:   
 
¡F^ -`: + -` F^: = 	- ^| −	- ^|v																																								-c = ."9:. = 	-`(1 − F^ ) 					→ 					-` =	 -c(1 − F^ )								

 
Substituting the second in the first equation: -c(1 − F^ )N F^: = 	- ^| −	- ^|v																																																											(5.1) 
5.2.  Energy transfer  
We can rewrite equation (4.6) considering the “Low Mach” hypothesis as: : -`ℎ` − - ^|ℎ^| +- ^|vℎ^|v = (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`| − 6`|v	 
We can also rewrite the jump relation (4.7), taking into account the assumptions (4.9) and 
(4.10), as: 
- ^|vℎ^|v + 	6`|v = - s|vℎs|v 
Merging these two equations and considering that  - s|v = - ^|v  (see eq. (4.1b)) we eventually 
obtain the equation for the energy transfer: : y -c1 − F^ ℎ`z − - ^|ℎ^| +- ^|vℎs|v = (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`|																(5.2) 
and the jump relation simply becomes: - ^|v(^|v = y4
Ns;s|v − s v: z (^|v = −	6`|v																																				(5.3) 
where (^|v is the latent heat of vaporization at the interfacial temperature 7` |v . 
We also assume that we can write the enthalpies as: 
¢ℎ`(F^ , 7` ) = F^ ℎ^(7` ) + (1 − F^ )ℎc(7` )						with							ℎm(7` ) = 	ℎ£m +	m7` − 7£mℎs|v7` |v = ℎ£s +	s7` |v − 7£s																																																																																												ℎ^|7` | = 7£ 		= 		 ℎ£^ +	^(7£ − 7£^)																																																																																 	 
where we have considered all the specific heats cp as constants. 
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5.3. Momentum balance equation for water 
Among the balance equations of momentum, the only interesting one is the (4.5) for the liquid 
water, that can be rewritten as:   
;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ v: ;s|v + 12 ;s|vN 	¨																													(5.4) 
5.4.  Equation of state  
From equation (4.8b) we obtain:  1` (v − ) = -c1 − F^ 	_F^ (^ − c) + ca7` 																																								(5.5) 
5.5.  Closure considerations  
The problem can be summarized as:  
- 5 equations among which the first four (5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) are differential equations 
and the last one (5.5) is an algebraic one: 
 1)							 -c(1 − F^ )N F^: = 	- ^| −	- ^|v																																			 2)							 : y -c1 − F^ ℎ`z − - ^|ℎ^| +- ^|vℎs|v = (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`| 3)							y4
Ns;s|v − s v: z (^|v = −	6`|v 
4)							;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ v: ;s|v + 12;s|vN 	¨	 
5)							1` (v − ) = -c1 − F^ 	_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`  
 
- 8 unknowns that are:   F^ 		, 1` 		, 	7` 		, v		, ;s|v		, 6`| 		, 		6`|v		, - ^|	 
NOTA BENE: - ^|v is not an unknown because it can be evaluated as  −	6`|v/(^|v . 
As we can see, the last three unknowns are interfacial values of heat and mass fluxes that have 
appeared from the jump conditions (we don’t consider the velocity ;s|v among them because 
it is expressed in its proper evolution equation).  
One way to obtain other conditions necessary for proceeding in the analyses is to impose 
radial profiles for the variables 7` 	and F^ 	in order to evaluate the respective fluxes. 
As a first attempt, we can assume a linear profile for the vapour mass fraction and a parabolic 
profile for the mixture temperature. It is important to note that we cannot assume a linear 
profile for the temperature, because we have imposed both interfacial temperatures as 
constants; therefore the linear profile would constrain also the mixture average temperature to 
be constant. 
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Some considerations on the possible choices for the temperature profile have been done by 
Pion [8]. In particular, the choice of a linear profile imposes that there is no thermal 
accumulation inside the film, which could be a valid assumption, especially if the film is very 
thin, because of the very low heat capacity of gases. However the hypothesis of parabolic 
profile has been proved to be more accurate.  
 
For the mass fraction we have: 
© 
©¡F^ (0 = ) = 0																			 F^ (0)0v = (
 − )F^ 		F^ (0) = 	 + 0															
 		 	⇒			 F^ (0) = 2(0 − )F^(
 − )  
Hence we get: - ^| =	−4N`|^ y]F^]0 z| == −8N 1`c7£ ^ F^
 − 																				(5.6) 
For the temperature we have: 
© 
©¡7` (0 = ) = 7£																						7` (0 = 
) = 7` |v																		 7` (0)0v = (
 − )7` 					7` (0) = 	 + 0 + 0N						

 
Once determined the three coefficient A, B and C we get the following parabolic profile: 
7` (0) = 	 7` |v + 3
7£ + 7` |v − 27` (
 − )N + 
7£ − 7` |v(
 − )− ª3(
 + )7£ + 7` |v − 27` (
 − )N + 7£ − 7` |v(
 − ) « 0 +	ª37£ + 7` |v − 27` (
 − )N « 0N 
We can use this temperature profile to express the unknown heat flux 6`|  and 6`|v	as: 
6`| = −4N!` y]7`]0 z¬ = 4N!` 47£ + 27` |v − 67` (
 − ) 																				(5.7) 
6`|v = −4
N!` y]7`]0 z¬v = −4
N!` 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − ) 																	(5.8) 
With this last three conditions that permit to substitute		- ^| , 6`|		and  6`|v	 with functions 
of the other unknowns, the problem is finally closed. 
 
 
Figure 8: Temperature and mass 
fraction profiles 
 
To 
b 
Tm|b 
Yv|b 
Yv|a= 0 
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We summarize here once again the equations and the unknowns: 
1)							 -c(1 − F^ )N F^: = 	- ^| +	6`|v(^|v 																																			 2)							 : y -c1 − F^ ℎ`z = - ^|ℎ^| + 6`|v(^|v ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`|	 3)							 s v:  = 4
Ns;s|v + 	6`|v(^|v  
4)							;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ v: ;s|v + 12;s|vN 	¨	 
5)							1` (v − ) = -c1 − F^ 	_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`  
With:								
©©
 
©©¡
																																																- ^| = −8N 1`c7£ ^ F^
 − 																						6`| = 4N!` 47£ + 27` |v − 67` (
 − ) 				
6`|v = −4
N!` 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − )

 
The 5 unknowns are:   F^ 		, 1` 		, 	7` 		, v		, ;s|v . 
It is useful to highlight that if we assume to have no vapour absorption into the solid, which 
means changing the boundary condition from    F^ | = 0    to 				(]F^ ]0⁄ )|  =  0 ,   it would 
simply result in:  - ^| = 0  and would not require any assumption on the mass fraction profile 
(just the average F^  would be needed in the equations); in fact, as there is no diffusion 
phenomena, it can also be seen as an assumption of uniform mass fraction in all the gaseous 
layer. In Chapter 7 we will obtain the results for both situations, namely “without mass 
absorption” and “with mass absorption”. 
 
5.6. Adapting the system for implementation in MATLAB  
The problem is an “initial value problem”, expressed as a system of 4 ordinary differential 
equations in time and one algebraic equation. The standard MATLAB ODE solvers are 
capable of dealing with a system composed only by differential equations, therefore we will 
need to adapt the last equation to take part in the “time evolution”.  
One way of doing it is to derive the equation with respect to time, to obtain a correlation 
between the derivative of the volume, the pressure, the average temperature and the average 
mass fraction, that will be included as the fifth line of the system. It has to be considered that 
using this method we have to be careful in imposing the initial conditions: in fact there are 
only 4 independent variables that can be assigned, and the last one (for example the pressure 1` (0)	) has to be obtained directly from the “underived” equation 5; otherwise there would be 
an incongruence.  
Another solution for the problem (that is the one we will use) is to express the pressure 1`  as 
a function of the other variables, obtaining:  
1` (F^ , 7` , v) = 	-c_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`(1 − F^ )(v − ) 																																								(5.9) 
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that can be used to substitute 1`  in equation 4.  
To completely eliminate the unknown 1`  from the system, we will also need to express, in 
equation 2, the time derivative of the pressure as:  
1`: |F^ , 7` , v, F^: , 7`: , v: } = 	]1`]F^ F^: + ]1`]7` 7`: + ]1`]v v: 															(5.10) 
with:	
©©
 
©©¡
]1`]F^ = -c^7`(v − )(1 − F^ )N													]1`]7` = -c_F^ (^ − c) + ca(1 − F^ )(v − ) 									]1`]v = −-c_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`(1 − F^ )(v − )N
 																																					(5.11) 
With this substitutions we obtain a system of 4 differential equations in the 4 unknown F^ 		, 	7` 		, v	 and ;s|v ; we can then evaluate the time evolution of the pressure “a posteriori” 
directly from equation 5.  
The problem can now be expressed in the form:  A(D) D: = #(D, :)					 
where D is the vector with the unknown and A is a matrix of coefficients. 
MATLAB has the capability of dealing directly with a system of this kind, where the matrix 
A can also be non-diagonal: in fact, equations 2 and 4 contain the derivatives of various 
unknowns and therefore the corresponding lines in the matrix will have more than one 
component.  
For completeness and to show the relationships between the variables in a more explicit way, 
we can still proceed with the diagonalization of the system, which anyway is not overly 
complicated.  
The first equation can be easily written as: 
F^: = 	 (1 − F^ )N-c |- ^| +	6`|v(^|v }																																														(5.12) 
Then we elaborate the energy equation to separate the time derivatives: 
-cℎ` 1(1 − F^ )N F^: + -c1 − F^ ªℎ^ − ℎc F^: + ` 7`: « = = - ^|ℎ^| + 6`|v(^|v ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: + 6`| 
where we have defined the average specific heat as: ` = F^ ^ + (1 − F^ )c 
We can substitute the derivative of the vapour mass fraction obtained from equation (5.12) to 
get: 
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|- ^| +	6`|v(^|v } ®ℎ^F^ + ℎc(1 − F^ ) + (1 − F^ )ℎ^ − ℎc¯ + -c`1 − F^ 7`: = = - ^|ℎ^| + 6`|v(^|v ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: + 6`| 
	⇒					-c`1 − F^ 7`: = - ^|ℎ^| − ℎ^ − 6`|v(^|v ℎ^ − ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: + 6`|								(5.13) 
Of course we can also substitute the time derivative of the pressure with the relations (5.10) 
and (5.11); after some simple algebra we obtain:  
-c1 − F^ ` − ` 7`: = - ^|ℎ^| − ℎ^ + ^7`  − 6`|v(^|v ℎ^ − ℎs|v − ^7`  + 6`| + − -c`7`(1 − F^ )(v − ) |4
N;s|v + 	6`|vs(^|v}																																								(5.14) 
where the last term in brackets is the derivative v :⁄  obtained from equation 3, and the 
average constant of gas ` is defined as: ` =	F^ ^ +	(1 − F^ )c . 
Equation number 3 and 4 become: 
v:  = 4
N;s|v + 	6`|vs(^|v 																																																						(5.15) ;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ 	6`|vs(^|v ;s|v − 32;s|vN 	¨																	(5.16) 
where, of course, the pressure 1` 	is the function defined in equation (5.9). 
Eventually we have obtained our diagonalized system of 4 equations: (5.12), (5.14), (5.15) 
and (5.16). 
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6. Dimensional analysis 
To better understand the phenomena and to show the correlations between the different 
parameters of interest we proceed with writing the system in dimensionless form. 
6.1.  Definitions of reference scales 
Firstly, we define the reference scale for the parameters of the problem. All the reference 
scales for the variations (the values with the ‘δ’) are unknown “a priori” and they will be 
obtained from considerations based on the analysis of the dimensionless equations.  
Henceforth we indicate with a ‘~’ all the non-dimensional quantities.  
- For the length, we define the following reference scale:   = 
 −  = ° + () ∙ ̃ 			→ 			
 =  + ° + () ∙ ̃					 
where  £ is the initial thickness and () is the unknown scale for the variation. 
We also make the assumption that the thickness is always sufficiently smaller than the radius 
(of course we will have to choose also a small initial thickness) to assume:   
 ≈ 				; 				v −  ≈ 4N(° + () ∙ ̃) 
- For the time scale (unknown), we define: : =  ∙ :̃ 
- For the temperature, we define, as we have done for the thickness: 	7` = 7` ° + (7) ∙ 7´ 
- For the pressure, we define as well: 1` = /~ + (/) ∙ /µ	 
Of course we don’t need any reference scale for the mass fraction F^ 	, as it is already 
dimensionless. Moreover, for simplicity, we can assume that the parameters varying with the 
mass fraction are taken as if there was only vapour ( F^ = 1	):  
` ≈ ^			; 					` ≈ ^ 
Finally we can define a reference scale for the total mass of the  gas mixture, that will be also 
unknown:   -` = (∆-) ∙ -·  
 
6.2.  Non-dimensional equations 
Before starting the procedure of rewriting the evolution equations in non-dimensional form, 
we make an hypothesis3 to reduce the number of equations and of unknown parameters, that 
is: 
;s|v ≈ 
 	= 
:	 
                                                     
3
 We will use this hypothesis just in this chapter, to simplify the dimensional analysis, and not in the numerical 
system.  
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This relation find its significance in the jump relation for the mass (3.1b):  
^|v;^|v − 
  		= 		 s;s|v − 
  					→ 	 ;s|v =	
 + ^|vs ;^|v − 
 		 
where the very small ratio of the densities (~10¤) makes the second term negligible.  
With this assumption we can remove the equation of the radius variation (eq. 3) from the 
system and we can rewrite the balance of momentum for the liquid (eq. 4) in the classical 
form of Rayleigh-Plesset equation: s y
 ∙ 
 + 32 
 Nz = 1` − /~																																														(6.1) 
 
1) Equation of state: 
We take the equation in the form (4.8b) and we switch to dimensionless quantities: 
-` = 1` (v − )`7` 				→ 		 (∆-) ∙ -· = 	 (/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)4N(° + () ∙ ̃)^7` ° + (7) ∙ 7´  
Now we make an assumption on the temperature variation that will be verified by the results 
shown in the next chapter. We will see that the average temperature does not vary much with 
respect to the initial value (taken as the arithmetic average of the boundary values); in fact the 
temperature profile does not deviate too much from the linear one. This allows us to write: 
(7) ≪ 7` ° 				→ 						 7` ° + (7) ∙ 7´ 	≈ 	 7` °																																					(6.2) 
→								 (∆-) ∙ -· = 	 (/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)4N(° + () ∙ ̃)^7` ° 																														(6.3) 
We write the equation of state also in derivative form, because it will be useful in the 
following: 
(∆-) ∙ -·:̃ = 4N(° + () ∙ ̃)^7` ° (/) ∙ /µ:̃ +	4N(/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)^7` ° () ∙ ̃:̃ 								(6.4) 
 
2) Rayleigh-Plesset equation (balance of momentum for the liquid): 
We can write the equation (6.1) in non-dimensional form as: 
 ()N ∙ N̃:̃N + 32 ()NN ∙ y̃:̃	zN = (/)s /µ																																							(6.5) 
This equation is a very important one, because it is responsible for the initial oscillations (see 
Chapter 7 for the results) in most of the parameters, among which the more interesting ones 
are the radius and the pressure.  
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If we keep the assumption of thickness () smaller than the sphere radius , we can neglect 
the second term with respect to the first one and we obtain the following relation of 
similitude4:  ()N ≈ (/)s 																																																																					(6.6)			 
→				 (/)() ≈ sN 		© 
©¡if			 → ∞		 ⇒	(/)() 	→ 0				; 		 ≡ 	 »			if			 → 0		 ⇒ 	 (/)() 	→ ∞			; 			 ≡ 	 ¼				

 
We have practically split our problem into two parts:  
• an initial one, that is characterized by pressure (and other parameters) 
oscillations (	(/) high ) and by a small radial expansion, far below the sphere 
radius  (	() low ), represented by a timescale ¼ (short);  
• an asymptotic one, characterized by almost zero pressure variation ( the 
pressure stays stable on the constant value /~) and higher radial expansion, 
represented by a different timescale » (long). 
From the above considerations we can understand that the similitude (6.6) is useful to 
evaluate the reference scale (/)	for the pressure variation for the short timescale, once 
known the length scale ().  
 
3) Mass balance equation: 
For simplicity we write the equation in the form (4.2) and we consider for the moment the 
case without diffusion in the solid (- ^| = 0 ): 
-`: = −- ^|v = 4
N !`(^|v 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − ) 			 
	⇒				∆- ∙ -·:̃ = 4N!`∆7 + 6(7) ∙ 7´(^|v(° + () ∙ ̃) 	 
where ∆7 = 7£ −	 7` |v . Making use of the hypothesis (6.2) and merging the above equation 
with (6.4) we can rewrite it as: (° + () ∙ ̃)^7` ° (/) ∙ /µ:̃ +	(/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)^7` ° () ∙ ̃:̃ = !`∆7(^|v(° + () ∙ ̃) 
We multiply every term for  (° + () ∙ ̃)^7` °	  and we obtain: 
(° + () ∙ ̃)N(/) ∙ /µ:̃ + (/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)(° + () ∙ ̃)() ∙ ̃:̃ = !`∆7^7` °	(^|v 			(6.7) 
                                                     
4
 In the relations of similitude all terms are generally assumed to be equal, unless we make some hypotheses on 
the relative importance of some terms with respect to others [4]. 
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In this equation the last term is the ‘cause’ of the motion, that is the temperature difference 
between the two interfaces, and the other two terms are the variations of pressure and 
thickness (or gas volume). To better establish which are the ‘prevailing’ terms we decompose 
all the products and we write the relation of similitude as:  
½		°N(/)		;		°()(/)		; 			°()/~			; 			()N(/)			;			()N/~		; 			!`∆7^7` °	(^|v 			¾ 				(6.8) 
Now we can proceed making different hypothesis on the importance of the variation terms, 
starting from the cases at the beginning of the time evolution. 
I.  = 	 ¼				; 						 ≪ 		 °			; 			/	 ≪ 		 /~ 
This assumption is valid if the pressure variations are not very high and if the initial thickness 
is not too small (we will see that this two conditions are practically coincident, because / ∝ 1/° ). 
The relation of similitude (6.8) becomes: 
½		°N(/)		; 		°()/~			; 			!`∆7^7` °¼	(^|v 			¾ 	→ 	© 
©¡(/)() ≈ /~° 																																											()¼ ≈ 	!`∆7^7` °(^|v°/~ = !`∆7(^|v°^°	
 		(6.9) 
where we have defined the initial vapour density ^° =	/~/^7` ° .  
Now we can use the relation (6.6) to directly obtain the reference timescale: 
sÀN ≈ (/)() ≈ /~° 				→ 			 À, ≈ Á°s/~ = Á ° 																																										(6.10) 
where we have defined a “characteristic Rayleigh-Plesset acceleration”:  = /~ s⁄  
And then we can easily get the other two unknown scales from (6.9): 
() ≈ !`∆7(^|v°^° À, = ^ ∙ Sf ∙ À,° 			 ; 				 (/) ≈ 	 ()° /~ = Fo?@, ∙ Sf ∙ /~ 		(6.11) 
where we have defined two dimensionless numbers and the thermal diffusivity of vapour ^: 
^ = !`^°^ 					and		  
¡Fo?@, = ^¼,°N  														is	the	Fourier	number	(thermic)						Sf = 	 ^∆7(^|v 																					is	the	Stefan	number																												

 
The dimensionless numbers found above are representative of the main phenomenon taking 
place, that is the heat diffusion from the hot surface through the gas layer, leading to the 
evaporation of water (that explains the presence of the Stefan’s number, i.e. the ratio of 
sensible heat and latent heat). 
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Now we try to put some numerical data, to verify if the initial assumptions 	 ≪ 	°		and / ≪	/~	are satisfied.  
For example, if we take as data5  ° = 100	μm			and				∆7 = 700	K	 we will obtain: À, ≅ 100	μs		; 	() ≅ 26		μm			; 	(/) 	≅ 0.25	/~ that are coherent with the initial 
assumptions. 
But if we take  ° = 1	μm   (without changing any other parameter) we will get: À, ≅ 10	μs			; 		() ≅ 260		μm			; 	(/) 	≅ 260	/~  that are clearly incoherent. 
II.  = 	 ¼				; 						 ≪ 	 °			; 			/	 ≫ 	/~ 
We consider the case in which the pressure variation at the beginning is very high compared 
with the value at infinite (that is also the initial value). In this case, the similitude (6.8) 
becomes: 
½		°N(/)		; 		!`∆7^7` °¼	(^|v 			¾ 	→ 	 (/) ≈ !`∆7¼	^°(^|v°N /~ 	→ 	 (/)/~ ≈ Fo?@ ∙ Sf											(6.12) 
Practically what we really know from the previous relation (6.12) is just the scale of the 
“pressure derivative” as a function of the known and initial quantities:  (/)¼ ≈ !`∆7/~	^°(^|v°N 
From the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (6.6) we can obtain another useful relation that is:  ()¼N ≈ (/)s ≈ 	Fo?@ ∙ Sf ∙ /~s =	Fo?@ ∙ Sf ∙  		↔ 			 ()¼¤ ≈ !`∆7/~	s^°(^|v°N 
In this case we miss one condition to separate the unknown reference scales from each other. 
III.  = 	 ¼				; 									free			; 			/	 ≫ 	/~ 
If we try to obtain the reference scale for the radial expansion, without imposing any 
condition, directly from (6.8) we get just one possible “intuitive” solution that satisfies all the 
similitude: 
½	°N(/)		;	°()(/)		; 		()N(/)		; 		!`∆7^7` °¼	(^|v 	¾ 	→ ¢
()N ≈ °	 																		(6.13)(/)/~ ≈ Fo?@ ∙ Sf			(as	before)	 
This means that the variation of thickness (in the timescale of interest, that is the short one) 
has the same order of magnitude of its initial value.  
Finally we can obtain the value of  ¼ (different from ¼,) from (6.6) : 
°¤¼,N¤ ≈ !`∆7/~	s^°(^|v = Sf ∙ ^ ∙  		→ 	 ¼,N ≈ ° ∙ Ás^°(^|v!`∆7/~Æ = ° ∙ Á 1Sf ∙ ^ ∙ Æ 			(6.14) 
 
                                                     
5
 For all the others data, see chapter 7.   
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And the reference scale for the pressure variation:  
(/)N ≈ !`∆7/~	^°(^|v°N ¼,N 			→ 		 	(/)N ≈ 1° Ás(!`∆7/~)N^°(^|vNÆ = Fo?@,N ∙ Sf	 ∙ /~ 				(6.15) 
With the same numerical data as in the first case ( ∆7 = 700	K	) we will obtain: ¼,N ≅ 1.6	°	_μsa				; 			(/)N ≅ 4.1	° 	_MPaa					with	°	expressed	in	_μma 
Unlike the first case, these second reference scales are valid when (/) > /~ ; therefore, we 
can define a “critical initial thickness” °Ê, that corresponds to the thickness necessary to 
obtain an initial pressure variation equal to /~ and is the limit condition between case I and 
case III. The value of this thickness can be determined merging the relations (6.11) and 
(6.13): 
!`∆7(^|v°Ê^°Á°Ês/~ = °Ê 		→ 	 °Ê = Ás/~ | !`∆7(^|v^°}
NÆ = Á 1 (^ ∙ Sf)NÆ 											(6.16) 
For example, with ∆7 = 700	K	(and the same other data), we get:   °Ê 	≅ 		40	μm	; for the 
other temperatures see Figure 9. It is important to underline that the “critical condition” can 
also be obtained varying the surface temperature, once chosen a well-determined initial 
thickness.  
We can define as well a “critical timescale Ê”, simply substituting the critical thickness in 
(6.10) or in (6.14):  
Ê = Áys/~zN  !`∆7(^|v^° Æ = Á 1N ∙ ^ ∙ SfÆ 		≅ 		64	μs		(∆7 = 700	K	)																			(6.17) 
 
Figure 9: Critical thickness e0c versus surface temperature To 
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Summarizing, this means that: 
- if we impose an initial thickness ° > °Ê the reference scales are the first ones (6.10, 
6.11) and the pressure variations will be always lower than /~ ;  
- if we impose ° < °Ê the reference scales are the second ones (6.13, 6.14, 6.15) and 
the maximum pressure variation will overcome the value of /~ . 
 
IV.  = 	 »				; 						 ≫ 	 °			; 			/	 ≪ 	/~ 
Now we analyze the case of the longer timescale; as stated before, at this point in the 
evolution the pressure oscillations will be almost zero and the radial expansion is expected to 
be higher than its initial value. Therefore we will have: 
½()»N/~			; 		!`∆7^7` °»	(^|v 			¾ 	→ 		 ()»N» ≈ !`∆7^°(^|v = ^ ∙ Sf		 	 	⇔		Fo?@,» ∙ Sf ≈ 1			(6.18) 
where we have added the subscript ‘L’ to distinguish these “long timescale values” from the 
previous ones.   
From the last similitude we have an important information on the “characteristic diffusivity” 
of our problem, that, as expected, is coincident (except for the Stefan number) with the 
thermal diffusivity of the gas.  
Once again we can take the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (6.5), but this time we cannot neglect 
“a priori” the second term; therefore we obtain the following similitude: 
½ ()»»N 			 ; 			()»N»N 			 ; 			(/)»s 	¾ 		→ 			 ¢
()» ≈  							(/)» ≈ s N»N 			 
where we have found the reference scale for the thickness in the long timescale to be 
coincident with the radius of the solid sphere , that is practically the “asymptote” of the 
initial hypothesis of small thickness.  
From (6.18) we can obtain the value of the timescale » , and then the pressure scale from 
above: 
» ≈ N^°(^|v!`∆7 = N^ ∙ Sf 					 ; 							 (/)» ≈ s | !`∆7^°(^|v}
N = s y^ ∙ Sf zN 											(6.19) 
We insert, as before, the same numerical data, to verify that the results are coherent:  
» ≅ 4		s		; 		(/)» ≅ 7 ∙ 10¤	Pa	 ≈ 0 
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4) Energy balance equation: 
We have not analyzed yet the energy equation, because, as we will see, it does not play an 
important role; it is responsible just for the variation of the average temperature inside the gas 
mixture, that, as stated in the initial considerations, does not vary very much during the 
evolution.  
We can write it in non-dimensional form, starting from (5.13), without  considering the mass 
diffusion and splitting the term of heat flux at liquid interface in two terms:  
-`` 7`: = 6`| − 6`|v −- ^|v^7` |v − 7`  + (v − ) 1`: 		 
→		∆-^ (7) ∙ 7´:̃ -· = 4N!`∆7 − 6(7) ∙ 7´(° + () ∙ ̃) − 4N!`∆7 + 6(7) ∙ 7´(° + () ∙ ̃) +						 								− 4N!`∆7 + 6(7) ∙ 7´(^|v(° + () ∙ ̃) ^ y∆72 + (7) ∙ 7´z + 4N(° + () ∙ ̃) (/) ∙ /µ:̃  
If we keep the hypothesis of (7) negligible (with respect to the ∆7) the first two terms on 
the right cancel each other; this is coherent, because it means that the heat coming from the 
solid sphere is equal to the one needed  for the evaporation of water.  
Moreover the last term is the work of pressure and it is important just in the first instants of 
the evolution, when the temperature shows the same oscillatory behavior as the pressure (see 
Chapter 7 for the results). For now, we are interested in the temperature variations at the 
longer timescale and therefore we neglect it. 
Finally, if we substitute ∆- from equation (6.3), we get: 
(/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)4N(° + () ∙ ̃)^7` ° ^ (7) ∙ 7´:̃ = − 4N!`(∆7)(^|v(° + () ∙ ̃) ^ y∆72 z 
Substituting all the reference scales of case IV for the thickness, the pressure (negligible) and 
the time (6.16), in form of similitude between orders of magnitude we obtain: /~^7` ° ()»^ (7)» ≈ !`(∆7)(^|v()» ^ y∆72 z 	→ 		 ^° !`(∆7)N^°(^|v (7) ≈ !`(∆7)(^|vN y∆72 z	 	 	⇒	 (7) ≈ 	 y∆72 z  
This means that we can simply take as reference scale for the temperature the difference of 
the interfacial temperatures.  
Eventually, we can also define a reference scale for the mass flux, on the basis of the just 
obtained reference values, that will be used in the following chapter to represent the evolution 
of the mass flux from evaporation in non-dimensional form: 
- ^|Í§ = 4N!`∆7(^|v 1()	 
where () ≡ ()» if we consider the longer timescale, or () ≡ (),N if we consider one 
of the two short timescales.  
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6.3.  Considerations on the mass diffusion 
In the previous analysis we did not consider the mass diffusion to the solid; the presence of 
the vapour absorption in the solid sphere represents a competitive phenomenon against the 
evaporation to determine if the gas layer will expand, collapse or stay stable.  
Therefore, in the following, we write the mass balance equation (4.2) with the term of 
diffusion and we switch to dimensionless quantities: 
-`: = - ^| −- ^|v 		→ 			 -`: = −8N 1`c7£ ^ F^
 −  + 4
N !`(^|v 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − )  
→		∆- ∙ -·:̃ = −8N(/~ + (/) ∙ /µ)^c7£(° + () ∙ ̃) + 4N!`∆7 + 6(7) ∙ 7´(^|v(° + () ∙ ̃)  
As we are just interested in determining which one of the two right terms prevails, we take the 
relation of similitude between them, using the hypothesis (6.2) and considering (/) ≈ 0 : 
/~^c7£ ≈ !`∆7(^|v 	→ 	| !`^°^^} ∙ |^∆7(^|v } ∙ |^°c|} ≈ 1	 	⇔	 Le ∙ Sf	∙ |^°c|} ≈ 1	 	 with:				c| = /~c7£ 
Above we have obtained a well-known dimensionless number, Lewis’ number, which 
represents the ratio between  the thermal diffusivity and the mass diffusivity; therefore: 
if	Le∗ > 1				heat	conduction	prevails							; 										if	Le∗ < 1				mass	diffusion	prevails 
where Le∗ is a “corrected Lewis number” : Le∗ =Le ∙ Sf	∙ ^° c|⁄  
The determining parameters are the two interfacial temperatures, 7£ and 7` |v because they 
influence the terms ∆7, c|	and (^|v.  
For example, if we take 7` |v = 300	K and 7£ = 1000	K we will obtain6: 	 Le∗ ≈ 4   ; this 
means that, at this temperatures, the heat conduction prevails and we will have more 
evaporation than vapour diffusion to the solid and the gas layer will expand (as we will see in 
Chapter 7).  
In Figure 10 we have plotted the variation of Lewis number with ∆7, assuming 7` |v constant 
(only 7£ varies). It is useful to highlight that if Le∗ ≈ 1 (for example when ∆7 ≈ 300	K ) we 
will reach an equilibrium condition in which the mass fluxes from evaporation and to the 
solid balance each other and the gas layer thickness remains constant. 
Of course these considerations are valid when the pressure oscillations are damped, i.e. at the 
longer timescale, because at the beginning the terms of mass diffusion (that contains the 
pressure) will undergo the same oscillations. 
NOTA BENE: The gas layer cannot collapse completely because of the presence of the incondensable gas. 
                                                     
6
 For all the others data, see chapter 7.   
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7. Results  
In this chapter we analyze the results obtained implementing the system of equations above in 
MATLAB, using the ODE (Ordinary Differential Equations) solver.  
We performed various calculations, changing two different parameters of the problem that 
are: 
- the surface temperature of the solid 7£	; 
- the initial thickness of the gas layer ° . 
About the constants of the problem, we have: 
- s = 1000		kg/m¤ 
- 7` |v = 300	K 
- /c¦§ = 1` (0) = 1		bar	 
-  = 1	cm  
- ^ = 10Ð	mN/s 
- !` = 3 ∙ 10N	W/mK 
- s = 	4200	J/kgK 
We have chosen as incondensable gas the hydrogen7, therefore we have the following gas 
properties:  ^ = 	1970		J/kgK  ;  c = 	15000		J/kgK  ;  ^ = 461.9		J/kgK  ;  c = 4157		J/kgK  . 
The initial average temperature inside the gas layer is chosen as the arithmetic average: 
7` (0) = 7£ + 7` |v2  
As initial value for the mass fraction of vapour we have taken: F^ (0) = 0.24. 8 
 
7.1.  Cases without mass absorption in the solid 
We firstly consider the case without any mass flux to the solid surface. As previously 
mentioned, this will not imply any substantial modification in the equations, but only the 
substitution:     - ^| = 0 . We analyze the behaviors with different surface temperatures, and 
initial gas layer thicknesses, considering the two timescales of the phenomenon (three if we 
consider that the short timescale changes depending on the initial thickness, see Chapter 6).  
The  plots below are all enlarged views of the initial instants of the phenomenon. We have 
considered five different initial thicknesses: three of them (left part of the figures) fall within 
the case °	 >	°Ê	(see previous chapter) and therefore are scaled with the first reference 
values (the ones with the subscript ‘1’); the other two (right part of the figures), instead, have °	 <	°Ê	, hence different reference scales (subscript ‘2’).   
What we observe in Figure 11 is that at the beginning there is a strong evaporation due to the 
heat coming from the solid sphere. Of course the evaporation is stronger when the initial 
thickness is lower because there is less resistance to the heat transfer through the gas layer; 
especially in the two last cases the mass fraction become very rapidly almost equal to 1.  
                                                     
7
 We have chosen the hydrogen because it is a product of the sodium-water reaction. 
8
 Imposing the initial thickness, pressure, temperature and mass fraction for the gas layer allows to determine 
another constant, that is the mass of the incondensable gas -c 	from the equation of state (5.9).  
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Figure 11: Vapour mass fraction with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (short timescale) 
 
Figure 12: Gas layer thickness (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (short timescale) 
About the radial expansion of the gas layer (Figure 12) we can see that, while for the highest 
thickness the expansion is practically stable (there are very small oscillations), for the 
intermediate values there is a visible contraction that, in fact, corresponds to an instant where 
the interface velocity becomes negative or very close to zero (Figure 14).  In turn, the velocity 
is influenced by the pressure (Figure 13), because the first one presents a maximum or 
minimum when the latter changes sign; in fact, from Rayleigh-Plesset equation it is evident 
that the acceleration (derivative of velocity) is proportional to the relative pressure, 1` − /~ . 
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Figure 13: Pressure (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (short timescale) 
 
Figure 14: Velocity of liquid (dimensionless) at the interface with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (short 
timescale) 
As expected, the pressure oscillations are wider for thinner gas layers because there is a much 
more rapid evaporation that does not allow the gas to freely expand without being first 
“compressed” by the external liquid.   
In the cases of initial thickness smaller than the critical value (right parts of the figures) the 
behavior appears to be different: the expansion seems “endless” and there is no evidence of 
oscillations at this timescale, but it can be guessed that sooner or later there will be an 
inversion in the expansion; in fact, for the case in magenta, in Figure 14 the velocity shows an 
inversion in the trend (because of the negative pressure difference).  
We can explain this delay in the oscillations considering that the reference timescale is much 
smaller comparing to the other cases, because the first pressure spike is so rapid as to require 
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a “very close zoom”. We will see more clearly the oscillatory behavior in the following plots, 
made with the longer reference timescale. 
 
Figure 15: Gas layer thickness (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale) 
 
Figure 16: Liquid velocity (dimensionless) at the interface with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K  (long 
timescale) 
From Figure 15 we can understand that, while the asymptotic behavior is almost identical for 
every case (and this explains why we have just one reference scale), the oscillations in the 
intermediate temporal region are very different between the cases above the critical initial 
thickness and the other ones (we used the same colors of the previous  plots to better indentify 
them); for the first ones we can see that the oscillations appear wider and more irregular than 
the other ones.  
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This difference is even clearer in Figure 16 (right part): there is an asymmetry among the 
velocity increase that is more rapid, especially in the first oscillations, and its decrease. In the 
cases below the critical thickness, instead, the oscillations are more regular and, for the blue 
case, almost invisible.  
Of course the reference scale is not suitable for the intermediate region but just for the 
asymptotic one, and this explains why the values of the dimensionless velocity are so high.  
As expected, the “dynamic part” of the problem, ruled by pressure variations, is very 
dependent on the initial thickness of the gas layer while the asymptotic “thermal expansion” is 
not.  
To better understand the role of pressure in the first part of our evolution we represent the 
complete transient of pressure in the following semi-logarithmic plot (Figure 17). We did not 
use dimensionless values because the reference scale of pressure variation in the long term is 
practically zero (with respect to /~ , see Chapter 6) and  therefore it would be useless to 
compare the peaks; moreover we have already represented the dimensionless pressure in the 
short timescale in Figure 11 for the first peak.  
 
Figure 17: Pressure evolution with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K 
When the initial thickness is above the critical value (left part), the relative pressure does not 
exceeds 1 bar (that is /~ ), the oscillations are almost symmetrical with respect to zero and 
there is a gradual damping. On the contrary, for the two cases under the critical thickness 
there is a very high initial peak (above 1 bar) followed by a slow decrease till reaching a 
negative relative pressure; after that, the second peak is very damped and when the time 
increase the two cases tends to be similar to each other and to the three other cases too 
(because we are reaching the asymptote).  
This different behavior explains also the difference in the amplitude and in the type of 
oscillations that we have seen in the two previous figures.  
Finally we have represented in Figure 18 and Figure 19 the time evolution of the mass flux 
from the evaporation at gas-liquid interface (it is negative because of the direction of vapour, 
that is opposite to the radial expansion) and of the average temperature in the gas mixture. 
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Both figures are non-dimensional with the same reference scale used in Figure 15 and Figure 
16.  
 
Figure 18: Evaporation mass flux (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale) 
 
Figure 19: Average temperature (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale) 
For the temperature we can see that the asymptotic behavior is identical in all cases; there is a 
decrease from the initial value of 0.5 (arithmetic average, i.e. initial linear profile) because the 
system gives energy to the gas just evaporated at the interface to increase its temperature. In 
the zoomed figure (right part) we can also see the oscillations, coming from the work of 
pressure in the balance equation of energy for the gas mixture; of course their amplitude 
reflects the amplitude of pressure spikes.  
Also for the mass flux we can identify the same evolution: an oscillatory behavior at the 
beginning with sharp peaks in the “under critical” cases (just like the pressure) and more 
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regular waves in the “over critical” ones; an asymptotic decrease in the long timescale, 
independent from the initial thickness.  
In Figure 20 there is the time evolution of different quantities, using as parameter the surface 
temperature of the solid 7£ . We have chosen as initial thickness ° = 10	μm	, that is one of 
the cases below the critical thickness 9; in fact, as the initial thickness in reality should be as 
close to zero as possible, it is more interesting to study this “under critical” case.  
We can see that increasing the temperature of the solid we have a more rapid evaporation and 
consequently the thickness increase more before starting to diminish. From the pressure 
evolution it is evident that, while the height of the first peak is almost identical, its width is 
bigger for higher temperatures; as a consequence the pressure stays positive for more time, 
and the velocity (and hence the thickness) reaches an higher value before “inverting the 
direction”. Moreover there is also a strong retard in the second pressure peak for the higher 
temperatures (for the last case it is not even visible in this timescale).  
 
Figure 20: Evolution of more parameters (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm 
 
7.2.  Cases with mass absorption in the solid 
We add now the term of vapour diffusion inside the solid, with the hypothesis of linear mass 
fraction profile. In this case, we consider as variable parameter just the surface temperature of 
the solid, because it influences the relative importance between diffusion and evaporation, 
through the Lewis’ number (see previous chapter), that are the phenomena we are interested 
in. As before, we take as initial thickness the value of 10 μm (below the critical thickness).  
In Figure 21 we plotted the same parameters of Figure 20; the only difference is the presence 
of the mass diffusion towards the solid. As expected, the addition of this phenomenon 
prevents the growth of the gas film in particular if the surface temperature is low. In fact, in 
the case with 7£ = 500	K (blue lines) the thickness does not increase and also the vapour 
mass fraction remains practically equal to the initial value (0.24); there are just some small 
                                                     
9
 It is important to underline that the critical thickness decreases when the temperature  7£ 	(see eq. 6.16) 
decreases; in the case of 7£ = 500	K	, in fact, we have °Ê ≅ 12	μm	, that is really close to our chosen initial 
thickness.  
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pressure oscillations. This means that there is an equilibrium between the amount of vapour 
coming from the liquid and the one going into the solid; as confirmation of this, the Lewis’ 
number (corrected) corresponding to that temperature (see Figure 11) is really close to 1.  
Conversely, in the case of the highest temperature, the evaporation prevails and the behavior 
is similar to the one seen in Figure 20, as if the diffusion term was negligible; however the 
maximum values reached by pressure, thickness, and velocity are lower (almost half), because 
there is anyway a “brake” to the expansion.  
 
Figure 21: Evolution of more parameters (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm.  
Case with mass diffusion 
For completeness, we have plotted in Figure 22, with the same timescale, the evolution of the 
mass fluxes from evaporation (blue lines) and from diffusion into the solid (red lines).  
 
Figure 22: Comparison of mass fluxes (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm. 
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In the first two cases the equilibrium condition between the fluxes is reached almost 
immediately; this is coherent with the fact that, with this surface temperature, there is a 
negligible expansion of the gas layer: what comes in from the liquid goes to the solid. 
In the cases at higher temperature, instead, the evaporation term is always higher (in module) 
than the diffusive one, even if they appear to get closer asymptotically; this means that the 
expansion goes on.  
NOTA BENE: There is an incoherence in this model, that appears from the evolution of the vapour mass fraction 
(Figure 21, top-left): as this should be the average mass fraction and the profile is imposed to be linear, the value 
of F^  should never overcome 0.5, because otherwise the value at liquid interface ( F^ |v) would be higher than one 
( remember that we have the boundary condition F^ | = 0 ). From Figure 21 we can see that this condition is not 
satisfied; this means that the hypothesis of linear profile for the vapour mass fraction is not correct and has to be 
reviewed.  
In the following chapter, in addition to introducing the saturation condition, we will also consider the mass 
fraction profile as parabolic. 
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8. Corrected model with saturation condition 
In this chapter we will present some modifications to the original model to obtain a physically 
more accurate one. In particular, we will change:  
1) The condition at gas-liquid interface (see paragraph 2.2) in “Saturation condition” 
2) The vapour mass fraction profile (see paragraph 5.5) into a parabolic profile 
Because of the first modification, we have to add to the system another equation, that is: /^|v = /À^?7` |v	 
From the Dalton’s Law we have also: A^|v = /^|v1` = F^ |vF^ |v(1 − ) +  
Combining the two equations we get the equation for the saturation condition: 
F^ |v1` = F^ |v(1 − )/À^?7` |v + ()/À^?7` |v																					(8.1) 
This algebraic equation will substitute the condition 7` |v = ."9:., and therefore it will also 
appear another unknown that is, obviously, 7` |v . 
About the new mass fraction profile, we rewrite the “profile system” of paragraph  5.5 as: 
© 
©¡F^ (0 = ) = 0																				F^ (0 = 
) = F^ |v																 F^ (0)0v = (
 − )F^ 		F^ (0) = 	 + 0 + 0N				
	 
→ 		F^ (0) = F^ |v + 3
F^ |v − 2F^ (
 − )N − 
F^ |v (
 − ) − ª3(
 + )F^ |v − 2F^ (
 − )N − F^ |v (
 − )« 0 + +ª3F^ |v − 2F^ (
 − )N « 0N 
With this profile, we will obtain a different definition for the mass flux at solid interface, that 
is: 
- ^| =	−4N`|^ y]F^]0 z| = −4N 1`c7£ ^ 6F^ − 2F^ |v(
 − ) 																	(8.2) 
We have to consider that, for the hypothesis of parabolic profile, we cannot obtain anymore 
the value of F^ |v as before and it has to be taken into account as another unknown. This will 
imply a non-equilibrium between the number of equations and unknowns, unless we find a 
closure condition.  
The easiest way to avoid the problem is to make the assumption that the vapour mass fraction 
at the liquid interface is equal to one:  F^ |v = 1																																																																											(8.3) 
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This can be justified considering that the gas-liquid interface is where the production of 
vapour takes place; therefore, especially if the evaporation is strong, we can assume to have 
only vapour at the interface. Of course this is a simplifying hypothesis and has to be used with 
caution.  
NOTA BENE: We have also tried to obtain a condition for F^ |v directly from the equations (4.1b) written in the 
form:  
;c|v − 
 = 0			 	 	⇒	 		−	=c|v =	;`|v − 
 = 	 -^|v4
N`|v 			 	⇒			−`|v^ y]F^]0 z|v= -^|v4
N 1 − F^ |v 
but the results obtained were still incoherent. This is the reason why we adopted the simpler assumption (8.3).  
These modifications (8.1, 8.2 and 8.3) will result in some differences in the system of 
equations, seen at the end of Subchapter 5.5, that becomes:  
1)							 -c(1 − F^ )N F^: = 	- ^| +	6`|v(^|v 																																			 2)							 : y -c1 − F^ ℎ`z = - ^|ℎ^| + 6`|v(^|v ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`|	 3)							 s v:  = 4
Ns;s|v + 	6`|v(^|v  
4)							;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ v: ;s|v + 12;s|vN 	¨	 
5)							1` (v − ) = -c1 − F^ 	_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`  6)							 /À^?7` |v = 	 1`  
With:								
©©
 
©©¡
																																																- ^| = −4N 1`c7£ ^ (6F^ − 2)(
 − ) 														6`| = 4N!` 47£ + 27` |v − 67` (
 − ) 				
6`|v = −4
N!` 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − )

 
From equation 6 we can directly obtain the evolution of 7` |v as a function of 1`  considering 
that: /À^?7` |v = 133 ∙ 10yÑ.°Ò	 Ò¤ÓÔ|ÕÐ°z						with		7` |v	in	_Ka	and		/À^? 		in	_Paa											(8.4) 
As for the previous model, if we don’t consider the  mass absorption into the solid we don’t 
need any assumption on the mass fraction profile, because it can be simply considered 
uniform. Therefore in this case we will use directly the condition (8.1) written as: 
6v)								 F^ 1` = F^ (1 − )/À^?7` |v + ()/À^?7` |v 																																																(8.5) 
This will substitute the equation 6 in the system (to obtain 7` |v ) and we will also have: - ^| = 0 
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NOTA BENE: It is important to highlight that the saturation condition implies a thermodynamic equilibrium at 
the interface, which can be reasonably considered valid for quasi-static evolutions. In our case, however, the 
rapidity of the phenomenon could require a non-equilibrium model where the temperatures of liquid and vapour 
at the interface are not coincident, adopting for example the kinetic theory of gases [4], to obtain more accurate 
results.  
 
8.1. Results for cases without mass absorption in the solid 
As in Chapter 7, we start analyzing the results obtained for the cases where there is no vapour 
diffusion towards the solid. About the data of the problem, we take exactly the same data of 
Chapter 7. However in this case we don’t need to define an initial vapour mass fraction, 
because it is directly obtained from the saturation condition (8.5) as: 
F^ (0) = ()/À^? Ö7` |v(0)×1` (0) − (1 − )/À^? Ö7` |v(0)×		 
where:						  7` |v(0) = 300	K						1` (0) = /~ = 1	bar 	 				 	⇒				 F^ (0) ≅ 0.24 
We first consider as variable parameter the initial thickness °, taking as solid surface 
temperature the value of 1000 K. As we will see in the following plots, the behavior is 
practically identical to the one obtained with the previous model. For brevity, we represent 
with the short timescales just the vapour mass fraction, and all the other plots are represented 
just with the longer timescale.  
 
Figure 23: Vapour mass fraction with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (short timescale); SAT model 
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Figure 24: Gas layer thickness (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale); SAT 
model 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: Velocity of liquid (dimensionless) at the interface with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K  (long 
timescale); SAT model 
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Figure 26: Pressure evolution with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K; SAT model 
The main difference between the models with and without the saturation condition is visible 
in the average temperature evolution of Figure 27. In fact, in this case the asymptotic value is 
higher than in the previous results (see Figure 19); this can be explained considering that the 
interfacial temperature varies (in particular it increases) following the saturation law and 
therefore also the average temperature inside the gas layer changes and approaches an higher 
value.  
 
 
Figure 27: Average temperature (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale); 
SAT model 
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To better understand the situation at the gas-liquid interface we plotted the time evolution of 
the interfacial temperature in Figure 28.  
 
Figure 28: Interfacial temperature with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale); SAT model 
As expected, the asymptote is coincident in every case with the saturation temperature of 
water at the pressure of 1 bar, that is ~ 373 K. The oscillatory part, instead, reflects the 
pressure oscillations: in fact, for the cases below the critical initial thickness there are high 
peaks, while for the other three cases the temperature increases more smoothly.  
 
Figure 29: Evaporation mass flux (dimensionless) with different initial thicknesses e0 ; To = 1000 K (long timescale); 
SAT model 
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interfacial temperature are not so high to significantly affect the conductive heat flux (which 
is dependent on the ∆T across the film) and hence the mass flux itself.  
In Figure 30 there is the evolution of the main quantities, varying the surface temperature 7£. 
This figure can be compared with Figure 20 of the previous chapter and, again, we can see 
that the differences in the results are not remarkable.  
 
Figure 30: Evolution of more parameters (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm; SAT model 
 
Figure 31: Interfacial temperature with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm; SAT model 
The expected behavior of the interfacial temperature, varying the temperature of the solid 
surface, is plotted in Figure 31. Of course, the oscillations have the same frequency of the 
pressure oscillations, because of the saturation law. In this plot we cannot see the asymptotic 
behavior because we have used the short reference timescale.  
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8.2. Results for cases with mass absorption in the solid 
Now we insert in the problem the diffusion towards the solid. As already mentioned, for the 
assumption of parabolic mass fraction profile, we have to make the closure hypothesis: F^ |v = 1. 
This will also result in: - ^| = −4N 1`c7£ ^ (6F^ − 2)(
 − )  
Therefore, as - ^| has to be always negative because otherwise we will have vapour coming 
from the solid, there is a limit on the minimum value of F^  that is: 
F^ ≥ 1/3 
Consequently we have to choose an initial value for F^  that is different from the previous 
cases (F^ (0) ≅ 0.24) and we will assume that at the beginning the mass fraction profile is 
linear (as we do for the temperature profile); therefore in the next considered cases we have: F^ (0) = 0.5. 
As we did in Chapter 7, we consider as variable parameter the surface temperature to evaluate 
the  relative importance between diffusion and evaporation. We can see in the plots below 
that, because of the parabolic mass fraction profile, the diffusion gets stronger and contrasts 
the growth of the gas layer more than in the cases of Chapter 7 (see Figure 21 and Figure 22).  
 
Figure 32: Evolution of more parameters (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm.  
Case with mass diffusion; SAT model 
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blue (lowest temperature) is interesting because it is a limit condition in which the diffusion 
prevails from the beginning and therefore the mass fraction (as well as the other parameters) 
initially decreases.  
In Figure 33 we show the evolution of the mass fluxes, as done in Figure 22 for the previous 
model.  
 
Figure 33: Comparison of mass fluxes (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm; SAT model  
 
Figure 34: Comparison of mass fluxes (dimensionless) with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm; SAT model 
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temperature case the mass flux towards the solid (- ^|) is initially higher (in module) than the 
mass flux from evaporation (- ^|v), and this explains the initial decrease in the mass fraction 
of vapour.   
In the end, we plot in Figure 35 the evolution of the interfacial temperature 7` |v. We 
remember that in this case the initial value is 7` |v(0) = 373	K , because we have imposed 
that there is only vapour at the interface, hence the saturation condition is simply:  /À^? Ö7` |v(0)× = 1` (0) = 1	bar. 
 
Figure 35: Interfacial temperature with different solid temperatures To; e0 = 10 µm.  
Case with mass diffusion; SAT model 
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9. Thermal boundary layer inside the liquid  
In this chapter we try to eliminate another initial assumption, 
to obtain an even more accurate model. In particular, we do 
not consider anymore that the heat absorbed by the liquid 
water is negligible. This can be achieved considering a 
thermal boundary layer at the liquid side of the evaporation 
interface (Figure 36). 
 
To evaluate the thickness of the boundary layer and its 
temporal evolution we need to add another equation to our 
problem, that is the energy balance inside the liquid (3.8): ]7s]: + ;s ]7s]0 = s0N ]]0 y0N ]7s]0 z 
Integrating it along the radius and considering the incompressibility of the liquid (equation 
(3.6)) we have: 
 ]7s]: 0N0vÙÚÛv + ;s|v 
N0NvÙÚÛv ]7s]0 0N0 =  s0N ]]0 y0N ]7s]0 z 0N0vÙÚÛv  →	 ]7s]: 0N0vÙÚÛv = 
N;s|v7s|v − 7~ + s ª(
 + s)N y]7s]0 z¬vÙÚÛ − 
N y]7s]0 z¬v«			(9.1) 
Where s is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, 7s|v = 7` |v is the temperature at the 
interface and 7~ is the temperature of the liquid water at infinite (supposed constant). We 
have canceled the first term in the square brackets because we impose that at the end of the 
boundary layer the derivative of temperature is zero, meaning that there is no heat flux.  
To solve the equation above we approximate the temperature inside the boundary layer as 
parabolic, obtaining the following profile: 
© 
©¡7s(0 = 
) = 7` |v										7s(0 = 
 + s) = 7~				y]7s]0 z¬vÙÚÛ = 0												7s(0) = 	 + 0 + 0N
 → 					7s(0) = 7~ + 7` |v − 7~ ª0 − (
 + s)s «
N
 
Substituting the profile inside the equation (9.1), we obtain the evolution equation of the 
thermal boundary layer that has to be added to our system: 7` |v: s(10
N + 5
s +	sN) + (s): 7` |v − 7~(10
N + 10
s +	3sN) + +
: 57` |v − 7~(6
N + 4
s +	sN) = 30
N7` |v − 7~ y;s|v + 2ssz										(9.2) 
Then, we have to eliminate from the problem the hypothesis (4.9). This will change the mass 
jump relation (5.3) into:  - ^|v(^|v = y4
Ns;s|v − s v: z (^|v = 	6s|v − 	6`|v 		→ 		 - ^|v = 	6s|v − 	6`|v(^|v 				(9.3) 
Figure 36: Thermal boundary layer 
inside the liquid 
To 
Tm|b T∞ 
a 
b 
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where we can define	6s|v on the basis of the temperature profile inside the boundary layer, as:  
	6s|v = −4
N!s y7s0 z¬v = 8
N!s 7` |v − 7~s 																																		(9.4) 
where !s is the thermal conductivity of liquid water, supposed constant. 
With these corrections we can rewrite the system of equations; to avoid further complexities 
we only consider the case without the mass diffusion towards the solid.  
1)							 -c(1 − F^ )N F^: = 	6`|v − 6s|v(^|v 																																			 
2)							 : y -c1 − F^ ℎ`z = 6`|v − 6s|v(^|v ℎs|v + (v − ) 1`: 	+	6`| − 6s|v 
3)							 s v:  = 4
Ns;s|v + 	6`|v − 6s|v(^|v  
4)							;s|v: = y 43vz
¤ ¥1` − /c¦§s − 12 y 43vz
N¤ v: ;s|v + 12;s|vN 	¨	 
5)							1` (v − ) = -c1 − F^ 	_F^ (^ − c) + ca7`  6)							F^ 1` = F^ (1 − )/À^?7` |v + ()/À^?7` |v 
7)					7` |v: s(10
N + 5
s +	sN) + (s): 7` |v − 7~(10
N + 10
s +	3sN) + 										+ 
: 57` |v − 7~(6
N + 4
s +	sN) = 30
N7` |v − 7~ y;s|v + 2ssz 
With:						
©©
 
©©¡6`| = 4N!`
47£ + 27` |v − 67` (
 − ) 			
6`|v = −4
N!` 47` |v + 27£ − 67` (
 − )
	6s|v = 8
N!s 7` |v − 7~s 																							

 
NOTA BENE: Because of the modification in the jump relation for energy (5.3), also the energy balance itself 
(5.2) had to be modified, adding the term −6s|v. 
 
 
9.1. Considerations on the evolution of the thermal boundary layer 
It is important to consider that we have added another differential equation to our problem; 
this means, as we are dealing with an “initial value problem”, that we will need also another 
initial condition, that is nothing more than the initial thickness of the thermal boundary layer s°. 
We could imagine this initial situation: we plunge the sphere into the water and there is an 
“instantaneous” formation of the gas layer (whose thickness is °	) with a linear temperature 
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profile varying from 7£ to 7` |v(0); at the same time into the liquid we could see the 
formation of a thermal boundary layer, that will have a thickness of s° and a parabolic 
temperature profile from 7` |v(0) to 7~. 
Of course it is impossible to know “a priori” how much the boundary layer could have 
expanded in this initial instants, and therefore we have to treat its initial thickness as a 
variable parameter (as we have done with °). 
We can however obtain some useful information if we write the boundary layer equation (9.2) 
in dimensionless form, assuming that: 
-  the boundary layer is always smaller than the radius 
	⇒		 s = s° + ()Ü 		≪ 		 ≈ 
 ; 
-  we can define the temperature difference as:  7` |v − 7~ = ∆7s° + (7v)7´v 
(7v) 7´v:̃ s° + ()Ü(10N) + () Ü:̃ ∆7s° + (7v)7´v(10N) + 		+ () ̃:̃ ∆7s° + (7v)7´v(30N) = 30N∆7s° + (7v)7´v|() ̃:̃ + 2ss° + ()Ü} 
NOTA BENE: Above we have also used the hypothesis ;s|v ≈ 
 :⁄  , as we have done in Chapter 6. 
Multiplying every term for s° + ()Ü  we obtain: 
s° + ()ÜN(7v) 7´v:̃ + ∆7s° + (7v)7´vs° + ()Ü() Ü:̃ == ∆7s° + (7v)7´v6s 
that in form of relation of similitude becomes: 
Ýs°N (7v)	;	s°()(7v)	;	()N(7v)		;	s°()∆7s°	; 	()N∆7s°	; 	6s∆7s°	; 	6s(7v)Þ	 
To neglect some terms we can make the hypothesis that the temperature difference at the 
beginning is much lower than its variation: 
∆7s° ≪ (7v) 					 	⇒						 Ý	s°N 		; 	s°()		; 	()N		; 	6s	Þ 			 	→			 s° ≈ () ≈ ß6s	 				(9.5) 
Of course, we need to choose an initial ∆7s° sufficiently small, compared to the variation of 
the temperature at the gas-liquid interface.  
Considering that, asymptotically, the temperature 7` |v tends to ~	373	K , we can choose the 
following numerical data10: 
- 7~ = 300		K 
- 7` |v(0) = 301	K		 → 		 ∆7s° = 1	K	  
- !s = 0.6		W/mK 
- s = !s ss⁄ = 1.43 ∙ 10Ò	mN/s 
 
                                                     
10
 For the others data see chapter 7. 
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We can use the definition (9.5) to parameterize the initial thickness of the thermal boundary 
layer indirectly as: 
s° = àß6s					where à is the variable parameter (close to 1) and  is the reference 
timescale.  
In the results we will use the same reference scales of Chapters 7 and 8, to do a comparison 
between the models. Therefore, the reference timescale has to be correctly selected on the 
basis of the analyzed case.  
 
9.2. Results (no mass absorption) 
We start with the case 7£ = 1000	K and  £ = 10	μm, using à as variable parameter. 
 
Figure 37: Evolution of more parameters (dimensionless) varying K; To = 1000 K ; e0 = 10 µm.  
TBL model 
The first information we get from Figure 37 is that the variation of à (and hence of the initial 
boundary layer thickness) does not affect much the results. In particular, we can see an initial 
difference that seems to decrease in time.  
It is important to highlight that changing s° will involve a variation in the initial mass flux at 
the interface, according to the formula: 
- ^|v(0) = 	6s|v(0) − 	6`|v(0)(^|v(0) =
4
°N(^|v(0) y2!s
∆7s°s° − !`
∆7°° z 
Therefore, to better understand what is going on at the beginning, we plot the evolution of the 
mass flux in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Mass flux (dimensionless) varying K ; To = 1000 K ; e0 = 10 µm. TBL model 
It is evident that we have a very rapid initial variation (we used the semi-logarithmic scale) 
and then a convergence to the same value, that is really small with respect to the chosen 
reference scale (it appears really close to zero). Even in the case in blue, where the initial 
thickness of the boundary layer is so small that the mass flux becomes positive (meaning 
condensation), we have the same asymptotic behavior.  
Coming back to the results obtained (Figure 37), we notice that the values of the quantities are 
much lower than in the previous models. In fact, instead of having values of order unity, we 
obtain about two orders of magnitude less.  
Practically the energy that, in the old model, we gave completely to the compression (and then 
to the expansion) of the gas layer, neglecting the heat flux towards the liquid, is now 
dissipated also inside the liquid water itself. This explains the very low pressure oscillations 
and the slow increase in thickness and mass fraction.  
We also plotted, for clarity, in Figure 39 the pressure oscillations in dimensional form.  
 
Figure 39: Pressure evolution varying K ; To = 1000 K ; e0 = 10 µm. TBL model 
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The maximum value for the pressure is about 3000 Pa, that is far below /~. This means that 
the expected behavior should be similar to the one seen in Chapter 7 for the cases with the 
initial thickness of the gas layer higher than the critical value (this is also the reason why we 
have chosen for the previous plots the timescale À , instead of ÀN).  
However the main difference is that the damping of the oscillations is not so evident: it is as if 
the phenomenon had already reached an asymptotic situation, that is coherent with the 
evolution of the mass flux (that is practically stationary) and also with the slow expansion of 
the gaseous film. 
As we have determined that the initial thickness of the thermal boundary layer is not so 
influent, we can proceed with other calculations, trying to decrease ° to hopefully obtain 
higher pressure peaks (like in the “under critical” cases).  
To put ourselves in similar initial conditions, we assume in every case an initial mass flux 
equal to zero and consequently we will have: 
- ^|v(0) = 4
°N(^|v(0) y!s
∆7s°s° − !`
∆7°° z = 	0	 → 	s° =
2!s∆7s°!`∆7° ° 
In this way, we avoid to use a reference timescale (as we have done above), that could be the  
wrong one, since the results have showed many differences from the previous models.  
 
Figure 40: Pressure evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; TBL model 
 
Figure 41: Pressure evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; SAT model 
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Figure 42: Thickness evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; TBL model 
 
Figure 43: Thickness evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; SAT model 
In the four figures above we have represented a comparison between two models: the first one 
is the TBL model, analyzed in this chapter; the second one is the previous SAT model, 
described in Chapter 8.  
Figure 40 and Figure 41 show the pressure evolution in logarithmic scale varying the initial 
thickness. What we observe is that the same behavior (and also the same maximum values, in 
terms of orders of magnitude) can be obtained in the TBL model decreasing the initial 
thickness of a factor 100 with respect to the SAT model; in fact, the “stationary value” of °, 
where the oscillations are almost invisible, is 10 µm for the TBL model, and 1 mm for the 
SAT model. The timescale of the phenomenon, instead, is reduced of a factor 10 (we can see 
the second peak at 0.1 ms for the TBL model, and at 1 ms for the SAT model).  
The same differences in terms of orders of magnitude are visible comparing Figure 42 and 
Figure 43: the  scale of the thickness variation is 10 µm (TBL) against 1 mm (SAT), and the 
time ratio between the two cases is about 1/10.  
To complete the comparison of the “dynamic” part of the phenomenon, we plot in the 
following two figures (Figure 44 and Figure 45) the evolution of the interface velocity; it is 
coherent with the above considerations, because: 
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Figure 44: Velocity evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; TBL model 
 
Figure 45: Velocity evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; SAT model 
Now we try to understand what lays “behind” this differences between the two models. As the 
main modification in the model with the thermal boundary layer is inside the definition of the 
mass flux, we plot the comparison of the mass fluxes themselves in the following figures 
(Figure 46 and Figure 47).  
NOTA BENE: We remember that in the TBL cases we always start with - ^|v(0) = 0 ; however, the initial 
variation is so rapid as not to allow us to see it within the useful timescale for the phenomenon.  
 
Figure 46: Mass flux evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; TBL model 
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Figure 47: Mass flux evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; SAT model 
First of all we can see that in both cases the mass flux tends asymptotically to a very low 
value (in module): this is obvious considering that, with the expansion of the gaseous film, its 
thermal resistance increases and therefore the heat exchange towards the liquid decreases, 
which explains the lower evaporation.  
A very important difference is that in the case without the thermal boundary layer the mass 
flux is always negative (meaning evaporation), because we made the assumption of “no heat 
flux to the liquid”; eliminating this hypothesis, in the TBL model some “condensation peaks” 
appear because the mass flux can become positive. We can also notice that the peaks (in both 
cases) correspond in time to the minimal values of the thickness, when the hot surface gets 
closer to the liquid enhancing the evaporation (followed by the condensation in the TBL 
model,  when the gas expands again).  
 
Figure 48: Average and interfacial temperatures varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; TBL model 
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Figure 49: Average and interfacial temperatures varying e0 ; To = 1000 K ; SAT model 
The same differences between the two models appear in the plots of the temperatures 
variation (Figure 48 and Figure 49), in particular the average gas temperature. In fact, in the 
TBL model this temperature follows almost perfectly the interfacial temperature; it can be 
easily calculated that the average temperature remains always close to the arithmetic average, 
meaning that the profile stays linear. This is coherent, in particular if the gas layer is very thin, 
because the heat capacity of the gas is very low, and therefore every thermal energy 
accumulation in it could be easily neglected. 
In the SAT model, instead, the average temperature of the gaseous film has a completely 
different behavior: asymptotically it will decrease from the arithmetic average (see Figure 27), 
but in the first instants it undergoes high oscillations. This is probably due to the 
“unbalanced” energy equation of the model, which, as already stated, does not take into 
account the heat transfer towards the liquid.  
Eventually, we have represented in Figure 50 the evolution of the thickness of the thermal 
boundary layer (of course only for the TBL model).  
 
Figure 50: Thermal boundary layer thickness evolution varying e0 ; To = 1000 K . 
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The oscillations are in phase with the ones of the film thickness, meaning that they practically 
expand and contract together. Moreover, the average increase seems to be equivalent for 
every case, of the order of magnitude of 10 µm in a time interval of 0.1 ms. This behavior is 
coherent with the reference scale (10.5), where the variation of the boundary layer thickness 
appears independent from any other parameters but the time; in fact, it can be proved by the 
plot below, that (apart from the oscillations): 
()N ≈ 6s 
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Conclusions  
The aim of the work was to develop a zero-dimensional model to simulate the rapid 
evaporation that happens at the interface between a very hot surface and a volatile liquid. In 
addition to that, we also considered a diffusive phenomenon inside the gaseous film, 
assuming the solid as a porous medium.   
From the integration of the differential balance equation in spherical symmetry, we obtained a 
system where the interfacial values had to be connected somehow to the average values inside 
the gas mixture to reach the “closure”. To achieve that, we have introduced profiles for the 
temperature and the mass fraction (the latter is used just in the cases where the diffusion to the 
solid occurs).  
Through the dimensional analysis, we have highlighted the main parameters of the 
phenomenon, confirmed by the results, that are the initial thickness of the gas film and the 
temperature of the solid sphere. In particular, the initial thickness has shown to strongly affect 
the rapidity of the evolution and the amplitude of the pressure peak, with almost inverse 
proportionality (reducing the initial thickness we obtain higher and more rapid first pressure 
peaks).  
The diffusive phenomenon, instead, showed to be important as an obstacle to the growth of 
the film, in particular when the surface temperature of the sphere was not high. However there 
remains some open issues on the “reliability” of the mass fraction profile approximation in the 
diffusive model. 
Then, we have also changed some “restraining” hypotheses to obtain physically more accurate 
models. Firstly we substituted the constant temperature at gas-liquid interface with the 
saturation condition, showing that the results does not change much. Secondly we eliminated 
the assumption of “no heat flux towards the liquid”, introducing a thermal boundary layer; 
from this last (TBL) model, the most accurate, we got the following conclusions: 
- the overall oscillatory behavior of the phenomenon is represented quite well even 
by the previous models, in particular the inverse proportionality between the initial 
thickness of the film and the first pressure peak; 
- the order of magnitude of the thickness (including its initial value) is 100 times 
lower for the TBL model (10 µm against 1 mm);   
- the timescale of the oscillations (excluding the first pressure spike) is 10 times 
lower for the TBL model (0.1 ms against 1 ms), meaning that the phenomenon is 
more rapid; 
- the temperature profile inside the gas film stays always very close to the linear one;  
- despite the prevailing evaporation, there are also some small “condensation peaks”.  
A possible future development for the model could be the substitution of the solid sphere with 
a drop of liquid sodium, introducing also the chemical reaction Na-H2O, hence the flame. 
Two different approaches are adoptable: 1) assuming the flame coincident with the surface of 
the liquid sodium [8]; 2) introducing the flame in the center of the gaseous film [5]. The 
second model should be more realistic, since the reaction practically takes place between the 
gaseous phases.  
The main problems to be dealt with are to verify if the profiles’ hypothesis is acceptable (in 
particular for the mass fraction of the species) and to establish if the thermal equilibrium at 
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the interface, expressed by the saturation condition, is valid or if it has to be substituted by a 
Maxwell’s model, that takes into account the non-equilibrium between the phases (using the 
kinetic theory of gases) [4].  
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Appendix A 
Comparison between the TBL model and the model of M. Kazimi [9] 
In the figures below there is a comparison between the model developed in Chapter 9 and a 
very similar model, developed by M. Kazimi for is PhD thesis [9]. The main differences 
between the models are resumed in the following table: 
 TBL model Kazimi model 
Temperature profile in the solid sphere const. surface temperature 
parabolic boundary 
layer 
Temperature profile in the gas film parabolic linear 
Temperature profile in the liquid parabolic boundary layer parabolic boundary layer 
 
We have changed the data of the problem to analyze the same cases of Kazimi: 
- radius of the solid sphere:   = 0.3	cm  
- thermal conductivities: !` = 3.77 ∙ 10N	W/mK   ;  !s = 0.5	W/mK  
- thermal diffusivity of water:  s = 1.2 ∙ 10Ò	mN/s 
- variable parameters :  ã7£ = 400	°C			; 		500	°C				; 	700	°C	7~ = 20	°C			; 		50	°C			; 		80	°C								° = 1	μm			; 	100	nm		; 	10	nm						
	 
 
Figure 51: Pressure evolution varying e0 ; To = 700 °C ; T∞ = 20 °C ; comparison TBL – Kazimi  
From Figure 51 to Figure 54 we can see that the two models give similar results. In particular, 
our model (solid lines) presents always higher pressure peaks than Kazimi’s model (dashed 
lines), but the frequency of oscillations and the overall behavior are practically the same. The 
difference can be attributed to the different conditions at the solid surface: in Kazimi’s model 
the temperature decreases from the initial value following a boundary layer equation similar 
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to the one used for the liquid, while in our model the surface temperature of the solid is 
assumed constant.  
 
Figure 52: Pressure evolution varying To ; e0 = 100 nm ; T∞ = 20 °C ; comparison TBL – Kazimi 
 
Figure 53: Pressure evolution varying T∞ ; e0 = 100 nm ; To = 500 °C ; comparison TBL – Kazimi 
An interesting aspect of the phenomenon is visible in Figure 53 and Figure 54: increasing the 
temperature of the water (that means decreasing the sub-cooling) we obtain an higher pressure 
pulse but also a faster damping (the minimum value is also higher). This is probably due to 
the fact that, because of the lower sub-cooling, the initial interfacial temperature is closer to 
the saturation (that is the asymptote), allowing a more rapid and less “tormented” growth for 
the gaseous film (see also the plot below).    
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Figure 54: Thickness evolution varying T∞ ; e0 = 100 nm ; To = 500 °C ; comparison TBL – Kazimi 
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Appendix B 
Considerations on the radiative heat trasfer 
In the developed model, since there is a gas layer between the solid and the liquid, the heat 
will be transferred not only by conduction but also by radiation. We can evaluate with simple 
calculations the influence of the radiative heat flux with respect to the total one. 
If we assume, as we have always done, that the thickness of the film is much lower than the 
sphere radius, we can write the thermal flux due to radiation as [9]: 
2 =	 1æÀ + 1æs − 1
7£Ð − 7` |vÐ 	 
where:    =	 Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67 ∙ 10Ñ 		J (smNKÐ)⁄  
             æÀ	, æs =	emissivity of the solid sphere and the liquid 
We can assume conservatively that: æs = 1 (black body) and æÀ = 0.1	(all metals generally 
have lower emissivity [9]); with a surface temperature 7£ = 1000	K	 and an interfacial 
temperature 7` |v = 373	K	 (saturation temperature at the “asymptotic” pressure of 1 bar)  we 
obtain: 
2 ≅ 5.56		kW/mN	 
The heat flux from conduction through the gas film is simply:  
2Ê =	!^ 7£ − 7` |v 
For the TBL model, where the scale of the thickness variation is of the order of 10 µm, we 
get: 
2Ê ≅ 1.88		MW/mN 
This means that the radiative heat flux represents less than 1% of the total heat flux and can 
be neglected, in particular at the beginning of the evolution, when the thickness of the film is 
still small.  
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Appendix C  
MATLAB program for the TBL model 
function System_solver_TBL_model 
%Version of the system with the thermal boundary layer inside the liquid 
%without the term of mass absorption inside the solid 
  
clc 
clear 
close all 
global To Va Mi rhol_H2O pinf chiv chiH2 a km Tinf alfal cpv cpH2 kl 
  
%Data:  
rhol_H2O = 1000; %Density of liquid water [kg/m^3] 
pinf = 1.0e5; %Pressure at infinity [Pa] 
chiv = 8.314e3/18; chiH2 = 8.314e3/2; % specific gas constants [J/kgK] 
cpv = 1.97e3; cpH2 = 15e3; % specific heats [J/kgK] 
a = 1e-2; % Radius of the solid sphere [m] 
Va = (4*pi/3)*a^3; %[m^3]; 
To = 1000; % Surface temperature of the sphere [K] 
Tinf = 300; % Temperature of water at infinity [K] 
km = 3e-2; %thermal conductivity of gas mixture [W/mK]  
kl = 0.6; %thermal conductivity of water [W/mK]  
alfal = 1.43e-7; % water thermal diffusivity [m^2/s] 
  
%Initial vector of the unknown: 
Tmb0 = 301;  % initial interface temp.[K] 
Tm0 = (To + Tmb0)/2; %initial average temp. [K]  
v0 = 0; %initial interface velocity [m/s] 
delta = 1e-7; %initial gas layer thickness [m] 
b0 = a + delta; % initial radius b [m] 
Pm0 = 1.0e5; % initial pressure inside the gas[Pa]  
  
%initial masses (from equation of state and saturation condition): 
Vb0 = 4*pi*b0^3/3; %volume of b0 
Mv0 = psat(Tmb0)*(Vb0-Va)/(chiv*Tm0); % initial vapour mass [kg] 
Mi = Pm0*(Vb0 - Va)/(chiH2*Tm0) - Mv0*chiv/chiH2; %incond. mass(const.)[kg] 
  
%initial thickness of TBL (imposing zero mass flux at t=0): 
dl0 = kl*2*(Tmb0-Tinf)*delta/(km*(To-Tmb0)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%System solver  
tic % computational time start 
%Composing the initial vector, with the five unknowns: 
y0 = [Mv0, Tm0, v0, b0, dl0]; % y1 = Mv; y2 = Tm; y3 = vlb; y4 = b; y5 = dl; 
%time interval: 
tspan = [0, 2e-4];  
%ODEsolver: 
options = odeset('MaxStep',1e-3,'Refine',1,'NonNegative',[1,5],'RelTol',1e-8); 
[t,y]=ode15s(@fun,tspan,y0,options);  
toc % computational time stop 
  
%Printing useful values: 
timestep = tspan(2)/length(t);  
fprintf('Time step = %e [s] \n',timestep);  
Pm0 = Pm(Mv0,Tm0,b0); %initial pressure verification  
fprintf('Initial gas volume: Vb0 - Va = %e [m^3] \n',Vb0 - Va); 
fprintf('Initial gas layer thickness: b0 - a = %e [m] \n',delta); 
fprintf('Initial gas pressure: Pm0 = %1.18e [Pa] \n',Pm0); 
fprintf('Initial vapour mass fraction: Yv0 = %e \n',Mv0/(Mi+Mv0)); 
fprintf('Initial TBL thickness: dl0 = %e \n',dl0); 
fprintf('Mass of incondensable: Mi = %e \n',Mi); 
  
%opening a text file to write the vectors of results:  
fid = fopen('results.txt','w');                            
fprintf(fid,'t \t Mv \t e \t P \t v \t T \t Mvb \t dl \t Tmb \n'); 
  
%finding other values that evolve in time from the obtained vectors y(:,i) 
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for i = 1:length(t)  
P(i) = Pm(y(i,1),y(i,2),y(i,4));  %pressure inside the gas 
  
Tb(i) = Tmb(y(i,1),y(i,2),y(i,4)); %temperature at b 
  
e(i) = y(i,4)-a; %thickness of the gas layer 
  
MVB(i) = Mvb(y(i,1),y(i,2),y(i,4),y(i,5)); %mass flux of evaporation/condensation 
at b 
  
QLB(i) = Qlb(y(i,1),y(i,2),y(i,4),y(i,5)); %heat flux to the liquid  
%printing on the file 
fprintf(fid,'%.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e \t %.5e 
\n',t(i),y(i,1),e(i),P(i),y(i,3),y(i,2),MVB(i),y(i,5),Tb(i)); 
end 
fclose(fid); %  FILE CLOSED  
  
%Dimensional plots 
figure(1) 
subplot(2,3,1) 
plot(t, y(:,1),'r'); title('Mass of vapour M_v(t) [-]'); grid; xlabel('t [s]');  
subplot(2,3,2) 
plot(t, e, 'm'); title('Thickness e(t) [m]'); grid; xlabel('t [s]'); 
subplot(2,3,3) 
plot(t, y(:,3), 'g'); title('Interface liquid velocity v_{lb}(t) [m/s]'); grid; 
xlabel('t [s]');  
subplot(2,3,4) 
loglog(t, P, 'b'); title('Relative pressure P_m(t)-p_{inf}[Pa]'); grid; xlabel('t 
[s]'); 
subplot(2,3,5) 
plot(t, y(:,2),'k'); title('Average temperature T_m(t)[K]'); grid; xlabel('t [s]'); 
subplot(2,3,6) 
semilogx(t, MVB, 'c'); title('Mass flux M_{vb}(t) [kg/s]'); grid; xlabel('t [s]');  
  
%plot of Yv 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(t,y(:,1)./(y(:,1)+Mi),'g'); grid; xlabel('t [s]'); title('Vapour mass fraction 
Y_v(t) [-]'); 
%plot of Tmb 
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(t,Tb,'k'); grid; xlabel('t [s]'); title('Interface temperature T_{mb}(t) 
[K]'); 
%plot of dl (boundary layer thickness) 
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(t,y(:,5),'k'); grid;  xlabel('t [s]'); title('TBL thickness d_l(t) [m]'); 
%plot of Qlb (heat flux to the liquid) 
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(t, QLB); title('Heat flux to the liquid Q_{lb} [W]'); grid; xlabel('t [s]'); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function dydt = fun(~,y) 
%Function for the diagonalized system of ODE: dy/dt = fun(y) 
global rhol_H2O pinf Va chiv Mi Tinf alfal chiH2 cpv cpH2 
  
f(1) = - Mvb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5)); %Mass balance  
  
f(2) = ((hv(y(2))- hl(y(1),y(2),y(4)) - chiv*(y(2)))*Mvb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5))... 
    + Qma(y(1),y(2),y(4)) - Qlb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5)) - 
(y(1)*chiv+Mi*chiH2)*y(2)*(4*pi*y(3)*(y(4))^2 ... 
    - Mvb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5))/rhol_H2O)/((4*pi*(y(4))^3/3 - Va)))/(y(1)*(cpv-chiv) 
+ Mi*(cpH2-chiH2)); %Energy balance 
  
f(3) = ((Pm(y(1),y(2),y(4))-pinf)/rhol_H2O - 1.5*(y(3))^2 ... 
    + (y(3)*Mvb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5)))/(2*pi*rhol_H2O*(y(4))^2))/y(4); %Momentum 
balance (in  the liquid) 
  
f(4) = y(3) - (Mvb(y(1),y(2),y(4),y(5)))/(4*pi*(y(4))^2*rhol_H2O); %Mass jump 
relation at b 
  
f(5) = (30*y(4)^2*(y(3)+2*alfal/y(5)) - 5*(6*y(4)^2+4*y(4)*y(5)+y(5)^2)*f(4)... 
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    - (y(5)*(10*y(4)^2+5*y(4)*y(5)+y(5)^2)/(Tmb(y(1),y(2),y(4))-
Tinf))*(f(1)*dTmb_dMv(y(1),y(2),y(4))...  
+f(2)*dTmb_dTm(y(1),y(2),y(4))+f(4)*dTmb_db(y(1),y(2),y(4))))/(10*y(4)^2+10*y(4)*y(
5)+3*y(5)^2); %Boundary layer eq. 
  
dydt = transpose(f); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUB-FUNCTIONS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%SATURATION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function p_sat = psat(Tmb) 
%function for the saturation pressure of vapour at b 
  p_sat = (133)*10^(8.07-1731.0/(233.0 + Tmb - 273.0)); % psat [Pa], Tmb [K]  
     
end 
%ENTHALPIES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function h_l = hl(Mv,Tm,b) 
%Function of the enthalpy of liquid at b  
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
Tmb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
  
 %Enthalpy of liquid water at b: 
 cpl_H2O= 4.2e3; Tol_H2O = 273; % [J/kg*K]; [K] 
 h_l = cpl_H2O*(Tmb - Tol_H2O); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function h_v = hv(Tm) 
% Function of the enthalpy of vapour as function of Tm  
  
ho_v = 2500e3; cp_v= 1.97e3; To_v = 273; %[J/kg] ; [J/kg*K]; [K] 
h_v = ho_v + cp_v*(Tm - To_v); 
  
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function L_vb = L(Mv,Tm,b) 
%function of the latent heat of vaporization 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
Tmb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
  
 %Enthalpy of liquid water at b: 
 cpl_H2O= 4.2e3; Tol_H2O = 273; % [J/kg*K]; [K] 
 hl = cpl_H2O*(Tmb - Tol_H2O); 
 %Enthalpy of vapour at b: 
 ho_v = 2500e3; cp_v= 1.97e3; To_v = 273; %[J/kg] ; [J/kg*K]; [K] 
 hvb = ho_v + cp_v*(Tmb - To_v); 
  
L_vb = hvb - hl; 
end 
%PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP% 
function P_m = Pm(Mv,Tm,b) 
% function of pressure Pm 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
  
P_m = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/((4*pi*b^3/3 - Va)); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Temperature at interface and its partial derivatives%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function T_mb = Tmb(Mv,Tm,b) 
% function of interface temperature Tmb 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
  
%pressure 
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Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
T_mb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function dTb_Mv = dTmb_dMv(Mv,Tm,b) 
% function of derivative dTmb/dYv 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
%dPm_dMv 
dPm_dMv = chiv*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
%pstar 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133;  
%dTmb 
dTb_Mv = (752/(8.07 - log10(pstar))^2)*(1/(133*pstar))*dPm_dMv; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function dTb_Tm = dTmb_dTm(Mv,Tm,b) 
% function of derivative dTmb/dTm 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
%pstar 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
%dPstar_dTm 
dpstar_dTm = Mv*chiv/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
%dTmb 
dTb_Tm = (752/(8.07 - log10(pstar))^2)*(1/(133*pstar))*dpstar_dTm; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function dTb_b = dTmb_db(Mv,Tm,b) 
% function of derivative dTmb/db 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
%pstar 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133;  
%dPstar_dTm 
dpstar_db = -Tm*Mv*chiv*4*pi*b^2/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va)^2; 
%dTmb 
dTb_b = (752/(8.07 - log10(pstar))^2)*(1/(133*pstar))*dpstar_db; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Heat fluxes%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function Q_m = Qma(Mv,Tm,b) 
%function for conductive heat flux from the  
%interface a : 4*pi*a^2*km*(4To + 2Tmb -6Tm)/(b - a) 
global Va To km Mi chiv chiH2 
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
Tmb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
  
a = (3*Va/(4*pi))^(1/3); %[m] 
  
Q_m = 4*pi*(a^2)*km*(4*To + 2*Tmb - 6*Tm)/(b - a); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function Q_lb = Qlb(Mv,Tm,b,dl) 
%function for the conductive heat flux towards the liquid at interface b: 
% 8*pi*b^2*kl*(Tmb-Tinf)/dl 
global Va Mi chiv chiH2 Tinf kl 
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%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
Tmb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
  
Q_lb = 8*pi*kl*(b^2)*(Tmb-Tinf)/(dl); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Mass flux from evaporation or condensation at b %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function M_vb = Mvb(Mv,Tm,b,dl) 
%function for the mass transfer from (or to) the liquid at interface b, for 
%evaporation (or condensation) Mvb negative = evaporation 
global Va To km Mi chiv chiH2 Tinf kl 
  
a = (3*Va/(4*pi))^(1/3); %[m] 
  
%pressure 
Pm = Tm*(Mv*chiv + Mi*chiH2)/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
  
pH2 = Mi*chiH2*Tm/(4*pi*b^3/3 - Va); 
pstar = (Pm - pH2)/133; 
Tmb = 40 + 1731/(8.07 - log10(pstar)); %inversed saturation law Tmb(Pv) 
  
%subfunction for Qmb = -4*pi*km*b^2*(dT/dr)(at r = b): 
Qmb = -4*pi*km*(b^2)*(4*Tmb + 2*To - 6*Tm)/(b - a);  
%end of Qmb 
%subfunction for Qlb = -4*pi*kl*b^2*(dTl/dr)(at r = b): 
Qlb = 8*pi*kl*(b^2)*(Tmb-Tinf)/(dl); 
  
%Latent heat of vaporization at Tmb 
 %Enthalpy of liquid water at b: 
 cpl_H2O= 4.2e3; Tol_H2O = 273; % [J/kg*K]; [K] 
 hl = cpl_H2O*(Tmb - Tol_H2O); 
 %Enthalpy of vapour: 
 ho_v = 2500e3; cp_v= 1.97e3; To_v = 273; %[J/kg] ; [J/kg*K]; [K] 
 hvb = ho_v + cp_v*(Tmb - To_v); 
  
Lvb = hvb - hl; 
  
M_vb = (Qlb-Qmb)/Lvb;   
  
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END OF FILE%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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